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Abstract
In recent years, multi-level modeling has becomemore and more popular. It is mainly due to the fact that multi-level modeling
aims to reduce or even totally eliminate any accidental complexity inadvertently created as by-product in traditional model
design. Moreover, besides reducing model complexity, multi-level modeling also improves on general comprehension of
models. The key enablers of multi-level modeling are the concepts of clabjects and deep instantiation. The latter is often
governed by the potency notion, of which many different interpretations and variations emerged over the years. However,
there exist also some approaches that disregard the potency notion. Thus, multi-level modeling approaches tend to take
advantage of different theoretical and practical backgrounds. In this paper, we propose a unifying framework, the Multi-Level
Modeling Playground (MLMP), which is a validating modeling environment for multi-level modeling research. The MLMP
environment is based on our multi-layer modeling framework (the Dynamic Multi-Layer Algebra), which provides useful
mechanisms to validate different multi-level modeling constructs. Since beyond the structure also the well-formedness rules
of the modeling constructs can be specified, our proposed MLMP environment delivers several practical benefits: i) well-
formedness is always verified, ii) multi-level constructs can be experimented with independently of any concrete tool chains,
and iii) relationships (i.e., correlations or exclusions) between different multi-level constructs can be easily investigated in
practice. Also, the capability of the environment is demonstrated via complete examples inspired by state-of-the-art research
literature.
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1 Introduction

Multi-level modeling is a modeling paradigm which aims to
solve the shortcomingsof classic (meta-)modeling approaches
such as OMG’s four-level Meta-Object Facility (MOF) [47].
Multi-level modeling allows for an unlimited number of
instantiation levels as opposed to the four levels prescribed
by OMG. One of the main goals of multi-level modeling is
to reduce accidental complexity, which refers to parts of the
solution needed only to express its multi-level nature, instead
of describing the domain in question [9]. A good example of
this is the application of the Item Description [17] pattern
to describe multiple domain levels in object-oriented lan-
guages. The main idea behind the pattern is that objects play
the role of classes, and as such, type-related information can
be encoded in them. Thismeans that classification is replaced
by association, which — in addition to objects representing
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class information — leads to accidental complexity. Com-
pared to classic modeling approaches, multi-level models
are often reduced in size, are more compact, and describe
the target domain more accurately. Therefore, many prob-
lem domains can benefit significantly from using multi-level
modeling.

Oneof themost prevalent enablers ofmulti-levelmodeling
are the notions of clabject and potency. They were intro-
duced to handle challenges caused by instantiation spanning
acrossmultiple levels (referred to as deep instantiation). Over
the years, several variations of the potency notion emerged,
each of them adding to, modifying, or improving the origi-
nal concept. While there have been recent advances made
to unify multi-level modeling concepts [22,32], there are
still many different variations and ideas behind multi-level
modeling that are closely or loosely related to each other.
For example, some approaches do not employ the potency
notion, while others use one or more of its different varia-
tions. However, it is often difficult to compare or evaluate
these approaches in practice, since they are usually based
on different foundations and principles, or rely on different
toolchains. It is also difficult to experiment with new ideas
and apply them in practice to see how they compare to other
ideas. Thus, it would be beneficial to the research community
to be able to better experimentwith differentmulti-levelmod-
eling constructs.Whilemulti-level language constructs could
be experimentedwith in existing approaches (i.e., using EMF
[60] or an arbitrarymulti-level tool), there is no existing solu-
tion that explicitly focuses on experimentingwithmulti-level
constructs and evaluating them in a practical environment.

Therefore, we propose the Multi-Level Modeling Play-
ground (MLMP), a validating modeling environment that
is capable of defining the underlying modeling structure
of multi-level modeling constructs along with their related
well-formedness rules. We also propose a textual language
— the Multi-Level Specification Language (MLSL) —
which enables the simple definition of multi-level constructs.
MLMP is not intended to be a full-fledged multi-level envi-
ronment, its purpose is to enable experimentation on a
common basis. In order to make our solution easier to under-
stand, MLMP is demonstrated via complete examples in
which we present the specification of multi-level constructs
that exist in the research literature. The playground is based
on the Dynamic Multi-Layer Algebra (DMLA), which is our
multi-layer modeling framework [61,63,64].

In summary, the papermakes the followingmain contribu-
tions: (i) It proposes the Multi-Level Modeling Playground
(MLMP), supporting experimentation with multi-level mod-
eling constructs in a modular way. (ii) It proposes the
Multi-Level Specification Language (MLSL), a textual lan-
guage capable of describing the underlying structure and
well-formedness rules of multi-level constructs in a simple
way. It is also capable of defining domainmodels to be exper-

imented on. (iii) It demonstrates why MLMP and MLSL are
better suited for experimentation with multi-level constructs
by comparing it to some alternatives.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 intro-
duces the main concepts of multi-level modeling, along with
some of the most well-known approaches and tools in this
research field. In Sect. 3 we further explain our motivations
behind a multi-level modeling playground and also express
the main requirements to be satisfied by one such environ-
ment. In Sect. 4 we introduce DMLA and reason why it is
a suitable base for MLMP. We present the main concepts of
MLMP and MLSL in Sect. 5, where we also showcase our
solution in practice by presenting the specification of four
selected multi-level constructs. Section 6 contains a domain
model described in MLSL, demonstrating the specified con-
structs in practice. In Sect. 7 we evaluate our playground
by comparing it with some alternatives that could be used
to experiment with multi-level constructs, like the Eclipse
Modeling Framework [60]. We also discuss our solution by
analyzing the previously mentioned requirements. Finally,
Sect. 8 concludes the paper, outlining some possibilities for
future work.

2 Background

In this section, we introduce the main concepts in the field
of multi-level modeling. The terminology used in the rest of
the paper is also clarified here. Moreover, we briefly demon-
strate some of the main concepts of multi-level modeling on
a simple example. Finally, we take a look at some existing
approaches, highlighting differences in their foundations. For
easier comparability, a summary of the approaches discussed
in this Section can be found in Appendix A.

2.1 Basics of multi-level modeling

Abstraction levels have been present for a long time in mod-
eling. OMG’s Meta-Object Facility (MOF) [47] describes
a four level meta-modeling architecture where elements on
a level are instances of elements on the level above. In
contrast, multi-level modeling approaches rely on an unlim-
ited number of levels, with every adjacent level being in an
“instance-meta” relationship.

According to Kühne, well-defined levels “safeguard agai-
nst ill-formed models” [33], thus, it is easier to create valid,
well-formed models. Atkinson and Kühne compare this
concept to strongly-typed programming languages, while
approaches that “ignore the fact that there are levels” are
akin to weakly-typed languages [4]. In the literature, the for-
mer approaches are called level-adjuvant, while the latter
are called level-blind [4]. Level-blind approaches can still
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Fig. 1 A simple multi-level model inspired by related work [34]

implicitly employ the concept of levels, although they are
not explicitly present in the model per se.

In multi-level modeling, model elements usually have a
type (class) and an instance (object) facet, since a model
element can serve as a type for the elements on the level
below, and as an instance for the elements on the level above.
This makes it possible to instantiate elements at any level in
the model. To reflect this behavior, model elements are often
called clabjects in the literature [6]. Clabjects may contain
attributes (terminology may differ, e.g., fields, features) and
can have relationships (edges) between them, just like in the
MOF architecture.

Another important concept in multi-level modeling is
deep instantiation [7]. In classic, four-level meta-modeling,
instantiation only concerns two levels: the meta level and the
instance level. This is usually referred to as shallow instantia-
tion [7]. In contrast, deep instantiation spans multiple levels,
namely, instances can also have their own instances. More-
over, a clabject on level N might indirectly influence another
one on level N-2, N-3, and so on. This is referred to as deep
characterization [32]. One of the most prevalent approaches
for governing deep instantiation (and deep characterization)
is the potency notion [7]. Potency is a non-negative inte-
ger number assigned to every model element in a multi-level
model. In short, the potency notion is responsible for govern-
ing the instantiation depth of model elements. For example,
a model element with potency of 2 supports an instantiation
chain of depth level equal to two. Thus, it can be instanti-
ated once, on the level below, and then this instance can be
instantiated again on a level further below.

The concepts of clabject and potency are demonstrated on
a simple example in Fig. 1. The model has three levels: L2,
L1, and L0. The numbers in the upper right corner of model
elements represent their potency. For example, the node Pro-
ductType (which is a clabject) has potency of 2. Instantiation
decreases potency by 1, and when potency reaches 0 (like the
taxRate field or theMobyDick_Book node), the given model
element cannot be instantiated anymore.

In multi-level modeling, one can distinguish between lin-
guistic and ontological classification [40]. One of the most
prevalent architectures that achieves this is the Orthogonal
Classification Architecture (OCA) [3,8]. In OCA, clabjects
have two orthogonal classification dimensions: the onto-
logical dimension defined by the modeled domain, and
the linguistic dimension defined by the modeling structure.
OCA-based approaches often employ classic modeling con-
structs like edges, attributes, and inheritance.

In order to have a unified terminology in this paper, from
now on, we refer to clabjects as nodes, to relationships
between them as edges, and to attributes contained in clab-
jects as fields. Together, we refer to all of the above as model
elements. Note that some approaches also model edges as
clabjects, but our terminology differs in this regard.

2.2 Multi-level approaches

The first iteration of the potency notion was proposed by
Atkinson and Kühne in 2001 [7]. It is often referred to as
the classic potency notion and has received several itera-
tions over the years [32]. According to the classic potency
notion, nodes, edges, and fields are all assigned a potency
value which governs their instantiation depth. The potency
of inheritance edges and abstract nodes are usually 0, since
they cannot be instantiated any further. This is not always
the case, for example, an inheritance edge can sometimes
be given a potency value of 1 to defer the actual inheritance
relationship to a level below [34]. Note that when special-
izing (inheriting from) abstract nodes, potency can increase
in the descendant. Thus, instantiating from said descendant
nodes makes it possible to continue instantiation chains with
an abstract node. Fields are either of a simple or a dual nature.
Simple fields only receive a value once (at potency 0), while
dual fields can (but may not) receive a new value every time
they are instantiated. One of the earliest applications of the
classic potency notion is Deep Java [34], which combines
multi-level modeling with object-oriented programming.

The classic potency notion demands the instantiation of
every intermediate model element between level n and 0.
According to de Lara et al., clabjects being artificially instan-
tiated is sometimes referred to as identity instantiation [39].
The authors suggest that it should be possible to sometimes
avoid the presence of intermediate clabjects. To elaborate,
there can be cases when only the model element at potency
0 is relevant, but intermediate model elements must still be
present due to the semantics of classic potency. Direct instan-
tiation — leaving out the intermediate elements — in the
classic potency notion is semantically unsound. The con-
cept of leap potency introduced by de Lara et al. focuses
on this problem. When a model element is assigned a leap
potency of n, the element can only be instantiated n lev-
els below. In practice, so-called phantom elements may be
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created (thus hiding intermediate clabjects instead of skip-
ping them entirely), which is the solution the toolMetaDepth
employs [38].

The concept of star (*) potency aims at introducing uncer-
tainty into the model [24]. When instantiating from a model
element that has star potency assigned to it, the instance can
either be assigned i) star potency or ii) an arbitrary (non-
negative) potency. This means that the potency of the model
element is undefined, it is decided later in the instantiation
chain. The tools Melanee [2] and MetaDepth [38] both sup-
port the concept of star potency [25].

Edges can be extended with level-agnostic behavior and
can support deep instantiation [5,27]. Instead of having a
single potency on an edge, a potency value along with mul-
tiplicity is assigned to both of its endpoints. Dual deep
modeling is an approach formalized in F-Logic [50]. It is
an altered version of the potency notion which enables cross-
level references. This is achieved by using a source and target
potency on properties or associations. The source and target
potencies canbe asymmetrical.Dual deepmodeling is an iter-
ation on dual deep instantiation [48], extending it with new
features like multi-level cardinality constraints.DeepRuby is
aRuby-based implementation of dual deep instantiation [49].
According to the authors, a dynamic programming language
like Ruby is an ideal base for implementing multi-level con-
cepts inside a programming language since it does not strictly
separates classes and objects.

The concept of order is often used in multi-level mod-
eling [14,32,33]. Order is defined similarly to potency as
both are non-negative numbers assigned to model elements.
The order of a model element is the “maximum number of
classification relationships between an element and its most
remote instances” [32]. Pure instances have an order of 0.
However, abstract nodes, unlike potency, have an order that
is greater than 0 since their descendants can classify other
nodes via inheritance. Thus, an abstract node is also capable
of indirectly classifying other nodes.

Rossini et al. proposed a formalisation of fundamen-
tal concepts like deep instantiation in multi-level modeling
[55]. The formalisation is based on the Diagram Predicate
Framework, which is in turn based on category theory [10].
The authors also include the concepts of multi-potency and
single-potency, based on previous work [54]. Multi-potency
is similar to classic potency, namely, a clabject with a multi-
potencyof p canbe instantiated p times, on every level below.
Attributes cannot be assigned amulti-potency, but constraints
can, which denotes that said constraint must be evaluated at
all levels, similarly to how clabjects are instantiated. Single-
potency works similarly to leap potency, in that clabjects and
attributeswith a single-potency of pmust be instantiated only
p levels below. Constraints with single-potency are evaluated
similarly, only at p levels below.

Igamberdiev et al. differentiate between non-potency,
single-potency, and multi-potency elements in their Open
integrated framework for Multi-Level Modeling (OMLM)
[28]. These concepts are inspired by thework of Rossini et al.
[54]. A single-potency element can be instantiated once (akin
to classes in UML), while a multi-potency element behaves
like amodel element under the classic potency notion. A non-
potency element cannot be instantiated ontologically, and can
appear on any level. This categorization aims to differentiate
between special elements that have potency of 0 in the classic
approach, like between abstract nodes and inheritance edges.
This makes it possible to separately handle model elements
that are not ontologically instantiated.

The DPF Workbench provides a graphical editor based
on the Diagram Predicate Framework (DPF) [35]. It is an
Eclipse-based tool for multi-level modeling with an addi-
tional focus on code generation. While the tool provides
explicit support for levels, it does not rely on the notion of
potency.

ML2 is a textual, multi-level conceptual language sup-
porting a formal theory for multi-level modeling called MLT
[20]. ML2 reflects MLT’s definitions in its syntax, includ-
ing entities, features (references or attributes), or regularity
features that can constrain features on lower levels. ML2 is
unique in the sense that it aims to combine level-adjuvant
and level-blind approaches in its design philosophy.

In the Level-Agnostic Modeling Language — on which
the tool Melanee [2] is based — field values are assigned
a potency, which is referred to as mutability. Together with
durability (which refers to the potency of a field), they are
called endurance features. A further usage of endurance fea-
tures is to experiment with rules regarding valid inheritance
between two nodes in multi-level modeling [36].

The approachproposedbyCarvalho andAlmeida (referred
to as cross-level relations [14]) aims to formally characterize
the nature of classification levels and structural relations that
may occur between elements on adjacent levels. The authors
also argue that the potency notion is overloaded with implicit
semantics regarding specialization.

MultEcore [41] is a multi-level modeling framework inte-
grated into the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [60].
Any two adjacent levels can be handled as an Ecore model.
This integrates the approach within the Eclipse ecosystem. It
also introduces the concept of range potency. Range potency
governs the interval in which a particular model element can
be instantiated.

In a recent study, Kühne analyzed some issues with the
classic potency notion that are mainly related to abstract
nodes having potency of 0 [32]. The concept of incarnation is
introduced, which refers to direct instantiation between two
nodes. By making this distinction, characterization potency
is defined, which is a “measure of the element’s maximum
incarnation depth in all possible worlds”.
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There are several other multi-level modeling tools besides
the ones mentioned earlier. For example, the Flexible Meta-
Modeling and Execution Language (FMMLx) [21] — the
language behind the tool XModeler — is an approach that
aims to keep some distance from the potency notion. Namely,
FMMLx is not based on the OCA, instead, it uses a cus-
tom meta-model based on Xcore [16]. XModeler employs
the concept of intrinsic features, which explicitly specify the
level on which instantiation takes place, and also support
operations and associations. Nivel is a strict potency-based
approach [1]. It extends classic potency via more exten-
sive edge support, or by using an abstraction flag instead of
potency 0 for abstract nodes. Modelverse is a model repos-
itory that supports basic CRUD operations and multi-level
modeling [46]. It is based on the classic potency notion.Mod-
elverse also uses the concept of undefined potency, which
is similar to star potency in the sense that it represents
uncertainty. SLICER is another multi-level modeling frame-
work that is aimed at modeling large ecosystems, mainly
focusing on scalability [56]. SLICER is different from other
approaches as it has no explicit levels, — therefore, it can be
considered to be level-blind—and is not potency-based.Lev-
els are derived based on the type of model elements and the
relationships between them. DeepTelos is a level-blind tool
using the notion of Most General Instances (MGI) instead
of potency [30]. DeepTelos extends the Telos knowledge
representation system, focusing more on knowledge repre-
sentation.

A recent study by Jácome-Guerrero and de Lara proposed
TOTEM (Tool for Multi-level Modeling) in an effort to unify
two-level modeling with multi-level modeling [29]. The tool
is an Eclipse-based implementation of the underlying theory
aiming to achieve this goal. TOTEM employs a multi-level
meta-model that is capable of annotating a two-level meta-
model with multi-level constructs. The other main idea is
to use specialization to emulate instantiation. This way, the
annotated meta-model can be extended, and from that a
standard two-level meta-model that contains the annotated
multi-level constructs can be compiled. The instance model
then conforms to the extended meta-model, while also being
an instance of the compiled one. Thus, TOTEMbringsmulti-
level modeling closer to the world of two-level modeling.
While annotating multi-level constructs is similar to how our
playground operates, TOTEM focuses on two-level model-
ing. In contrast, our playground focuses on experimenting
with multi-level constructs often spanning across multiple
levels. We analyze these differences further later in Sect. 7.
In addition, the authors propose a feature model to catego-
rize multi-level modeling based on different aspects (e.g., the
nature of instantiation, the handling of levels or constraints),
and categorize many existing approaches.

Cuadrado and de Lara [18] proposed open meta-modeling
frameworks, which can be extended and configured via the

so-called meta-object protocols (MOPs) [31]. The authors
identify that currently different multi-level tools implement
slight variations of core multi-level modeling concepts, with
the result of being incompatible with each other. Unlike our
solution, the paper focuses on the adaptation and extensibility
mechanisms in existing modeling frameworks. The scope of
our work is slightly different: we propose a validating mod-
eling playground where one can experiment with multi-level
constructs on a common basis. Our work does not intend to
provide methodologies for adaptation or extensibility mech-
anisms.

3 Towards a general multi-level playground

In scientific and engineering research it has always been
an essential requirement to rely only on measurements
and experiments that are repeatable and discernable by the
research community [19,57]. Hence, there has always been
an accentuated interest in having demonstrative playgrounds
where researchers encode their ideas and others can repro-
duce themeasurements, thus verifying the results [23]. These
environments may focus on supporting a single approach or
may act as a general framework where different approaches
can be encoded or emulated, and sometimes even combined.
In such a general playground, one can even solve the same
problem with different approaches. Therefore, general play-
grounds can act as a common ground for comparison, and
can aid in finding the advantages and drawbacks of the
approaches. It may also become possible to identify depen-
dencies and other relations (e.g., mutual exclusion) between
different concepts.

As Sect. 2 has shown, there exist numerous approaches
with different backgrounds in the field of multi-level model-
ing. Having realized this, the multi-level modeling commu-
nity has recently put an effort on comparing these. The need
for finding the principles to compare solutions has arisen
many times during the verbal discussions at the multi-level
workshops and is alsomanifestedby the published challenges
[11,53] and other papers [25]. Although the demand exists,
the task is challenging, since approaches tend to differ in
their regards to the underlying formalisms and tool chains.
However, if we take a look at them on a theoretical level
and understand their concepts, it seems possible to create a
universal environment that can capture the characteristics of
most approaches on a common basis. Figure 2 illustrates the
basic concepts of a multi-level modeling playground that can
emulate certain concepts fromdifferent approaches, and even
use them together in an environment that targets experimen-
tation. In order to reach this goal, we have identified several
requirements that have to be satisfied.
Concise and flexible specification A solution is needed that
offersmaximumflexibility in the feature description ofmulti-
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Fig. 2 High-level concepts of a multi-level modeling playground

level language constructs. The solution also has to be concise
so that only the specialties of the particular construct need
to be described in a brief but comprehensive form without
expressing common characteristics. In a practical modeling
playground, the rules of different constructs should be given
in a flexible, high-level specificationwhich covers both struc-
ture and well-formedness rules. The specification should
support the description of all the common concepts used by
multi-level approaches, e.g., node, edge, field. The specifica-
tion should also be able to describe specific constructs (e.g.,
potency) along with their semantics (e.g, potency decreases
at instantiation). Moreover, the specification should grant an
easy-to-use interface for researchers to realize their ideas in
the playground.

Rigorous validation. Being able to specify constructs in a
concise way is not enough, modeling should be driven by the
semantics of the approach. Thus, well-formedness specifica-
tions should not be used as mere descriptions, but as strict
validation rules, since the well-formedness of a construct
should never be violated. This means that the framework
behind the playground should be able to interpret the spec-
ifications and turn them into a representation that obeys the
well-formedness rules of the given constructwith all its pecu-
liarities. This representation should be able to be evaluated
in practice.

Domain models. The playground can only be consid-
ered successful if the specified constructs behave exactly as
their well-formedness rules dictate. The rigorous validation
of constructs leads to another requirement: it is essential to
be able to create domain models and perform the evaluation
of constructs on them, since practical domain examples may
highlight certain situations where the exact behavior of con-
structs can be difficult to predict. Thus, the playground can
only reach its potential by supporting domain models, since

they can be considered to be the experiments and measure-
ments the playground is designed to act upon. Using domain
models, one should be able to test and validate the semantics
of a given construct.

Modular structure. The final goal of a general multi-
level playground is reaching the capability of specifying all
available multi-level constructs, in addition to being able to
experiment with new ideas. It is beneficial to have an archi-
tecture where construct specifications can be enabled and
disabled, thus switching the playground from emulating one
construct to another. Constructs should be able to be applied
independently, or they could even depend on one another.
From an architectural point of view, this leads to a mod-
ular structure where construct definitions are translated to
modules which can depend on each other. Modular structure
also reduces redundancy if the playground enables importing
concepts defined in other modules.

Thus far, we have discussed the main requirements of
a general multi-level playground. In the next section, we
introduce the framework we have used in implementing our
Multi-Level Modeling Playground (MLMP) in practice.

4 Dynamic Multi-Layer Algebra

A few years ago, our research group realized the importance
of reducing accidental complexity through multi-level mod-
eling techniques after we had analyzed some practical model
designs. Since then we have been working on a modeling
framework referred to as the Dynamic Multi-Layer Alge-
bra (DMLA) [61,63,64]. It is inspired by many core ideas of
multi-level modeling, however it has been built from scratch.
DMLA is a level-blind approach that is not based onOCAand
does not directly use the potency notion concept, either.How-
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Fig. 3 The architecture of DMLA

ever, — as this paper intends to demonstrate — its flexibility
allows us to emulate levels and other multi-level concepts
such as the potency notion itself.

4.1 Main concepts of DMLA

DMLA consists of two main parts. The first part — the Core
—acts as a formal ground uponwhichwe can buildmodeling
systems following different paradigms. These modeling sys-
tems are contained in so-called Bootstraps, which are layered
on top of the Core (Fig. 3).

In DMLA, the basic modeling element is referred to as
entity. Nodes, edges, and even fields are modeled as entities.
The Core defines the basic modeling structure describing the
entities, along with low-level functions to access and modify
them. The Abstract State Machine (ASM) [12] formalism is
used to describe the Core [63]. Besides a formal structure
definition, one also necessitates modeling facilities to build
models. The facilities are modeled by a set of modeling enti-
ties referred to as the Bootstrap [52]. To draw parallels, the
Core can be considered as the hardware of DMLA, while the
Bootstrap is the operating system layered on top of it. We
have created a default Bootstrap that seems to satisfy all of
our current needs, but it is possible to develop another Boot-
strap upon theCoremotivated by performance, expressibility
reasons, or by other special needs.

The Bootstrap does not only define the entity set available
for domain engineers, but it also provides the validation of the
models. It is worthmentioning that the validationmechanism
in DMLA is not hard-wired in the framework or in the Core.
Instead, it is completely modeled by the Bootstrap. More-
over, validation plays a more essential role in DMLA than
in usual modeling environments, since even the definition of
instantiation itself is determined bymodeled validation rules,
and not by a hard-wired framework definition. This means
that validation can only be altered by modifying the models
(Bootstrap) and not via the execution environment. This is the
main capability that makes it possible to easily model differ-
ent multi-level constructs in the playground, switch between
their validation rules or even mix them. By modeling these
rules, it becomes part of the built-in validation system and the

rules are automatically enforced from that point on. Since the
actual semantics of instantiation is defined in the Bootstrap,
we shouldmention that in this paper we use our default Boot-
strap semantics whenever we discuss any particular concepts
of DMLA.

In DMLA, instantiation expresses, in general, a refine-
ment relation between two entities. The meta-entity defines
a frame, which is then filled up (concretized) by the instance.
The number of steps during refinement is not limited: we can
use as many instantiation steps as we want in order to reach
a pure instance from an abstract concept. While descending
the meta hierarchy via instantiation, we can add more and
more constraints (e.g., type and cardinality), thus limiting
the expressiveness of the entities, but at the same time also
reaching a concrete object with all of its fields set to concrete
values.

In DMLA, it is common to instantiate only certain enti-
ties of a model when stepping down a level of abstraction,
while other entities remain on their original abstraction level
as we do not want or cannot concretize them at the moment.
This interpretation of instantiation is supported by non-strict
meta-modeling, meaning that entities can refer to each other
independently of their abstraction level. For the sake of clar-
ity, it is worth mentioning that in previous work (e.g., [44],
[61]),we have used twomore terms to characterize the instan-
tiation inDMLA: lazy instantiation and fluidmeta-modeling.
Lazy instantiation refers to the fact that it is allowed to post-
pone decisions regarding the instantiation of entities. As
relations show fluid behavior between entities on different
abstraction levels (they tend to flow between levels similarly
to fluids), we referred to non-strict meta-modeling as fluid
meta-modeling. It is also important to mention that DMLA
does not have a genuine inheritance concept defined in the
Bootstrap, thus inheritance cannot be used directly when
DMLA models are being built. However, inheritance can be
modeled by extending the Bootstrap as we demonstrated it
in previous work [61].

4.2 Modeling and validation in DMLA

The essence of DMLA lies at its flexible instantiation and
validation mechanism defined by the Bootstrap [52]. Since a
basic knowledge of our Bootstrap is essential to better under-
stand the mechanisms of our playground, in the following,
we elaborate on its most important concepts, including the
validation mechanism defined within.

The Bootstrap consists of entity definitions. Every entity
has exactly one meta-entity. The meta-entity explicitly
enables or disables certain features for its instances via the
validation logic attached to it. Regarding validation, DMLA
is very strict. For example, it is not allowed to add a field to
an entity if it is not included in the meta-entity.
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Figure 4 illustrates themost important entities of the Boot-
strap. The color of the boxes depicts the categorization of
the entities: (i) basic building blocks—blue, (ii) constraints
and validation in general—red, (iii) operation language—
green, (iv) basic (primitive) types—purple. Arrows between
the blocks represent an instantiation relationship between the
entities. It is worth mentioning again that DMLA does not
have the concept of inheritance, instantiation is used in its
stead as explained later. Figure 4 represents the most impor-
tant concepts, but not all of them are the focus of this paper.
More details on these concepts are available in previous work
[43].

At the top of the meta-hierarchy, we have the Base entity.
All other entities are either direct or indirect instances of
Base. Base enables the ability to have fields (referred to
as slots in DMLA) and defines the basics of validation. It
is important to understand that the structure and even the
behavior of slots (fields) is modeled by the entity SlotDef.
Unlike other entities, slots can contain a value, similarly to
an attribute of a class having a value.

InDMLA, validation logic is defined by operations, which
are contained in slots. According to the definition of Base,
there are three designated operations in every entity, enabling
the specification of three different kinds of validation logic.
They are referred to as the alpha, beta, and gamma validation
formulae [45,63]. Alpha formulae are designed to validate
a meta-entity against its instances by simply checking if the
instantiation relationship can be verified between the meta-
entity and the instance. During validation, the framework
iterates over every entity of the model and invokes alpha
type validation on each instance - meta pair. Beta formulae
are used when an entity has to be validated against multi-
ple related entities, like when validating cardinality. Gamma
formulae are used when validation cannot be applied locally,
instead, it requires checking global conditions, e.g., the
uniqueness of an identifier. In otherwords,while an alphaval-
idation formula is used tovalidate ameta-to-instance relation,
a beta formula checks one-to-many relations between cor-
responding entities, and gamma formulae are needed when
global constraints must be checked. Instances may refine the
formulae of their meta-entity (appending additional valida-
tion checks), but every entity is validated against all formulae
of its meta-entities, along the entire hierarchy. This means
that validation formulaemay be extended,making themmore
rigorous, but cannot be relaxed.

Since slots are defined by the SlotDef entity, which is an
instance of Base, their validation can also be fine-tuned. The
validation formulae of Base ensure that the custom validation
logic on the slots is evaluated whenever their container entity
is validated, mirroring the fact that an entity is valid only if
all of its components are also valid. Thus, when we vali-
date an entity, we also validate all of its components (slots)
recursively. In other words, this means that compliance with

validation formulae is enforced not only along the instantia-
tion chain, but also along the containment chain.

While creating the Bootstrap, we have realized that the
validation formulae of entities often tend to be similar. Thus,
we have created theConstraint entity that allows encapsulat-
ing re-usable validation logic for certain purposes (e.g., type
checking). Since Constraint is an (indirect) instance of Base,
it can have slots, thus supporting parameters in constraints
as well.

The Bootstrap defines several constraints for commonly
occurring validation checks. For example, the type con-
straint is used to check the type of a slot’s value. It is worth
mentioning that DMLA does not rely on a pre-defined, hard-
coded type system, but uses the Bootstrap to define type
conformance by type constraints. DMLA has built-in prim-
itive types (Number, Boolean and String), but (modeled)
user types are also supported. The cardinality constraint is
another built-in constraint, which is used to determine the
valid number of instances a given entity can have. By alter-
ing the operation definition of this constraint, it is possible
to support custom cardinality, e.g., non-continuous ranges
as well. Type constraints are checked in alpha validation
formulae, while cardinality constraints are checked in beta
formulae due to their inherent behavior. Besides the built-in
constraints, users can create their own (domain-specific or
general purpose) constraints to have customized validation,
for example filtered cardinality, advanced type checks (e.g.
regular expressions), or complex domain-specific algorithms
validating the composition of multiple domain features [62].

Validation is based on operations.Unlikemanyothermod-
eling solutions, we do not use an external operation language
(e.g., Java), instead, we have created an operation language
that is completely modeled as part of the Bootstrap [64]. The
operations are modeled by their abstract syntax tree (AST).
Every programming statement and expression of the lan-
guage has a corresponding entity and the AST is composed
from the instances of these entities. For example, every con-
crete conditional statement refers to the If entity as their
meta-entity.

By relying on the hierarchy of validation formulae, one
can build a domainmodel and gradually refine its concepts by
adding more and more restrictions. The Bootstrap of DMLA
is a complex set of entities. This may seem overwhelming
from the domain engineer’s point of view, but there is a well-
identified entry point for domain models:ComplexEntity. By
using ComplexEntity, one receives a base point and can build
the domain model without needing to know all details of
the Bootstrap entities. ComplexEntity has a general-purpose
slot (Children) that is the base of every slot defined in domain
models, as it is the enabler of introducing new slots in domain
entities. The type constraint value of Children is set to Base,
which enables having values of any type in the slot.
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Fig. 4 The entities of the
Bootstrap

As mentioned earlier, DMLA does not support native
inheritance. We use instantiation whenever inheritance is
needed based on the fact that instantiation means refine-
ment in DMLA. For example, wemodel the relation between
ComplexEntity and Entity by instantiation, meaning that
ComplexEntity refines the concept of Entity. Since DMLA
is a level-blind approach, an instance can substitute its meta-
entity in a similar way inheritance works in level-adjuvant
approaches. Finally, the notion of T-number [61] allows us
to better imitate inheritance-like instantiations, but currently,
we do not use this feature in practice. It was only introduced
in order to prove DMLA’s compatibility with other multi-
level modeling approaches regarding inheritance.

5 Modular playground for multi-level
modeling

5.1 Overview of the playground

The flexibility in the interpretation of instantiation makes
DMLA a good candidate for the enabler of MLMP. For
example, since DMLA is level-blind, the interpretation of
cross-level references and even the interpretation of levels
themselves can be introduced in exactly the way the defini-
tion of the given concept requires.

Instead of writing a completely newBootstrap forMLMP,
we have decided to add a new stratum of entities responsi-
ble for the mapping between the inner structure of DMLA
and the selected multi-level constructs. We have decided to
reuse existing concepts in the Bootstrap (e.g., entities, slots,
the basics of validation logic), and extend them with speci-
fied multi-level semantics. Figure 5 illustrates the extended
architecture of DMLA, including the injected multi-level
concepts.

The injected stratum lies directly below the Bootstrap.
Once a construct specification becomes a part of the DMLA
framework, it gets fully validated by the generic validation

Fig. 5 The architecture of DMLA injected with multi-level concepts

mechanism defined in the Bootstrap. Therefore, inserting a
construct as a set of model entities can also be regarded
as a kind of a meta-refinement in the sense that the well-
formedness rules of the construct will further concretize
the native DMLA instantiation mechanism. Since the con-
struct specifications described are being genuinely embedded
into the fabric of DMLA’s multi-layer modeling, they can
act directly on domain models. Thus, domain models will
be automatically validated by DMLA based on the well-
formedness rules attached to the corresponding constructs.

From an architectural point of view, MLMP is modular:
it consists of modules and domain models. Modules contain
construct definitions, while domain models contain domain
model definitions and are based on one or more modules.
The structure of MLMP is illustrated in Fig. 6. Module def-
inition consists of three components, with arrows depicting
dependencies between them. In contrast, domain model defi-
nition consists of only one component. Betweenmodules and
domain models, the following dependencies are allowed:

– A module can optionally depend on one or more other
modules. Modules can use every concept from the mod-
ule(s) they depend on.

– A domain model must depend on one or more mod-
ules. Domain models can use every concept defined in
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Fig. 6 The modular structure of MLMP

the module(s), and are validated according to the well-
formedness rules defined within.

– A domain model can optionally depend on one or more
other domainmodels. Domainmodels can use every con-
cept (model element) from the domain model(s) they
depend on.

Before discussing the details of the playground, it is worth
mentioning that in previous work [59], we have already pre-
sented the mapping of the classic potency notion in DMLA.
That solution was our initial attempt at mapping multi-level
concepts in DMLA, thus the current work is superior in sev-
eral aspects:

– The requirements of classic potency are more precise in
this paper.

– In previous work, classic potency was embedded inside
DMLA in a native way, specified by DMLAScript, the
textual model specification language of DMLA [42,64].
The current work offers a much more general solution
and presents themapping of classic potency (amongother
constructs) specified by a new language designed to sup-
port MLMP.

– The generated DMLA entities and validation formulae
(which are usually of little relevance to the users of a play-
ground) are built on similar foundations, but the details
are different due to entities and validation formulae being
automatically generated from the specifications inside
MLMP.

– Essentially, the native mapping of classic potency can be
considered to be a proof-of-concept implementation of
the specification of multi-level constructs inside DMLA,
while this work expands upon that.

5.2 Modules and domainmodels

Modules and domain models in MLMP are specified using
the Multi-Level Specification Language (MLSL), which is
a textual language explicitly designed to support MLMP.
The following discussion can be considered to be both the
introduction of the main components of module and domain
model definitions, and the introduction of MLSL itself. Sim-
ple MLSL specifications are used as examples for every

discussed component. It is worth noting that MLSL does
not depend on the inner structure of DMLA, however, the
model elements generated from MLSL specifications are
full-fledged DMLA entities, which could have been built
manually. In this regard, MLSL can be considered to be syn-
tactic sugar upon DMLA. A brief description of the syntax
of MLSL can also be found in the MLMP repository1.

5.2.1 Module definition

A module contains the definition (or a part) of a multi-level
construct. Aswewill explain later, every structural entity and
annotationwithin amodulemust have an identifier,while val-
idation rules may also optionally have one. Every identifier
in a module must be unique.

In the following, we discuss themain components ofmod-
ule definition as seen in Fig. 6:

– In the structural mapping, the underlying modeling
structure of the constructs can be defined, making it pos-
sible to specify constructs based on different structures.
Note that only concepts that are relevant to the theory of a
given construct need to be specified. Obviously, common
structural elements are not needed to be specified again
when a module depends on another module.

– Annotation-like features on model elements are common
in multi-level modeling, for example, the several differ-
ent variations of the potency notion. In the annotation
definitions, annotations can be defined and assigned to
model elements in a modular way.

– The semantics of a construct has to be specified in a
concise way, taking into account the underlying model-
ing structure and defined annotations. In the validation
rules, the rules of a construct can be given in the form of
constraint-like validation rules.

The structural mapping consists of structural entities.
Every structural entity has an identifier and a structural meta
type, which is either i) directly mapped to a DMLA entity, or
ii) refers to another structural entity. Therefore, it is possible
to build up multi-level modeling hierarchies by combining
structural entities with DMLA entities. The list of built-in
structural meta types along with their DMLA counterparts
can be found in Table 1. Structural entities may also have
structural attributes. Using structural attributes, it is also pos-
sible to model association or composition-like relationships
between structural entities. Structural attributes must have an
identifier and a structural meta type. In a module depending
on other modules, it is possible to override a structural entity
from the depended modules by using the same identifier. In

1 https://github.com/bmeaut/MLMP
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Table 1 Built-in structural meta types in MLSL

Meta type DMLA counterpart

Entity ComplexEntity

Slot ComplexEntity.Children

Slot.value Value of a slot

Slot.type Value of the type constraint of a slot

Bool Boolean modeled type

Float Number modeled type

Int Number modeled type

String String modeled type

this case, the structural meta type and structural attributes of
the original are dismissed.

The example below is theMLSL specification of theNode
structural entitywith a structuralmeta type ofModelElement,
which is another structural entity defined elsewhere. It has
two structural attributes: i) fields is an array with a structural
meta-type of Field and ii) isAbstract is of structural meta
type bool, a primitive type. The former is an array since it
later enables node instances having multiple fields.

Node: ModelElement {
fields : Field [ ] ;
isAbstract : bool ;

}

In the annotation definitions, the following properties of
an annotation must be defined:

– The identifier (name) of the annotation must be unique.
– The range of an annotation can either be an interval of
integer values (e.g., 0..*), or a set of literals (e.g., simple
or dual).

– Themutability of an annotation determines whether the
value can or cannot be different in the instance (compared
to the meta element) when an instantiation occurs. For
example, classic potency is mutable, since the instance
can (and in this case, should) have a different value than
its meta element.

– The targeted elements of an annotation must refer to a
valid structural entity or structural attribute. These define
the elements which the annotation will be assigned to.

– The optionality of an annotation determines whether it
must always have a value or not. Later in the validation
rules, it can be further specified when an optional anno-
tation can be omitted.

Similarly to structural entities, an annotation can over-
ride another annotation with the same identifier. Overriding
results in the definition of a new annotation with the old iden-
tifier. Every property of an annotation besides its identifier
can be changed when overriding. Overriding can be useful

when someone would like to keep one or more of the valida-
tion rules referring to an annotation, but alsowants to redefine
one or more of its properties in the process, most often when
depending on another module.

The MLSL example below defines the potency annota-
tion which is mutable, mandatory (signified by the lack of a
’?’ after the identifier), and has a range of 0..*, meaning it
is a non-negative integer number. The definition also over-
rides any other annotations with the same name in depended
modules. The example specification targets two elements:
the Node and Edge structural entities, which means that in
domain models, potency can only be assigned to instances of
Node and Edge.

override mutable potency in {0..∗} on Node, Edge;

In the validation rules, constraint-like rules that need to
be satisfied at all times are defined.An optional identifiermay
be assigned to a validation rule, making it possible to omit the
rule in a dependingmodule. Overriding a rule is also possible
by first omitting the rule, and then defining a new one with
the same identifier. A validation rule can refer to structural
entities, structural attributes, and annotations alongwith their
minimum or maximum value. The meta element of a struc-
tural entity or attribute can also be referred to. By creating
validation rules that constrain the relationship between an
instance and its meta element, it becomes possible to specify
the semantics of valid instantiation. Validation rules support
conditional statements, arithmetic and logical expressions,
transitive closures (inspired by OCL [65]), and the univer-
sal and existential mathematical quantifiers. Each validation
rule behaves like a restriction on the model, similarly to the
invariant rules expressed by OCL [65]. The evaluation of
rules is free of side effects, they cannot change any values.

The MLSL example below depicts a rule with an ID
(#RP13) that constrains the level annotation of the Arrow
structural entity. The level must be less than or equal to the
sum of the level and potencyMax annotation values of the
meta element. Of course, without knowing the context, level
and potencyMax could be structural attributes as well.

#RP13: Arrow. level <= Arrow.meta. level + Arrow.meta.potencyMax;

5.2.2 Domain model definition

Domainmodel definition consists only of structuralmapping,
which behaves similarly to module definition. The difference
is that the values of structural attributes and annotations also
have to be specified. Obviously, optional annotations only
have to be given a value when the validation rules demand
it. Instantiation relationships between structural entities are
again specified by setting their structural meta type. Domain
models can depend on one or more modules and thus can
use the specified multi-level constructs within. The multi-
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level constructs themselves are not innate parts of domain
models.

A domain model is validated according to the well-
formedness rules of the depended modules. When com-
paring different multi-level constructs, similarly constructed
domainmodels that depend on different modules can be used
to perform a comparison between specified multi-level con-
structs. This mechanism makes it easier to compare different
multi-level constructs on a common basis. Note that valida-
tion rules from different modules cannot be mixed, but rules
can be omitted and then redefined if needed.

In the MLSL example below, Computer is a structural
entity in a domainmodel with a structural meta type of Node.
It has three annotations assigned: a potency of 0, a level of 4,
and an order of 3. It also has the isAbstract structural attribute
set to true.

Computer: Node {
@potency = 0;
@level = 4;
@order = 3;
isAbstract = true ;

}

5.3 TransformingMLMP to DMLA

From the modules and domain models of MLMP, DMLA
entities and validation formulae are generated. The valida-
tion rules of a construct are modeled and validated within
DMLA, making use of its built-in validation mechanisms.
In the following, we further discuss the transformation from
MLMP to DMLA:

– Structural mapping DMLA entities are generated from
structural entities, while slots are generated from struc-
tural attributes. The structural meta type of a structural
entity is either (i) one of the built-in types listed in
Table 1—inwhich case themeta-entity is set according to
the table—or (ii) it refers to another structural entity, thus
the meta-entity is set to the DMLA entity generated from
the referred structuralmeta type. The structuralmeta type
of a structural attribute is encoded in the type constraint
value of the generated DMLA slot.

– Annotation definitions From annotations, slots or con-
straints are generated, dependingon the targeted elements
of the annotation. The range of an annotation defines its
generated type constraint value, for example, a range of
numbers is translated into a type constraint restricting the
value to the modeled Number type in DMLA. If an anno-
tation is immutable, a validation formula is generated
that forbids its modification. For every targeted element
mapped to a DMLA entity, a slot representing the anno-
tation is generated within the entity. In contrast, for every
targeted element mapped to a DMLA slot, a constraint

capable of holding the value of the annotation is gener-
ated on the slot. If an annotation is mandatory, validation
formula is generated ensuring that the annotation must
always have a value.

– Validation rulesAlpha validation formulae are generated
into context-appropriate entities. For example, if a vali-
dation rule constrains the level of a field within a node,
then alpha validation formulae are generated within the
node. If a validation rule is violated, the generated alpha
validation formula automatically detects and reports the
issue.

– Domain model definition Entities are generated similarly
to the structural mapping of a module definition. Due to
the alphavalidationmechanismofDMLAbeing enforced
on the entire meta-hierarchy, validation formulae gen-
erated from modules are automatically enforced on the
appropriate domain models.

5.4 MLMP in practice

We have selected four multi-level constructs in order to illus-
trate the mechanisms of MLMP andMLSL in practice. After
identifying their requirements (listed in Appendix C for the
sake of compactness), we have specified the constructs in
MLMP using MLSL. In this Section, we present only the
selected constructs, but more are available on the DMLA
website.2

5.4.1 Basic modeling structure

TheBasicmodule contains aUML-like basicmodeling struc-
ture that is often seen in multi-level modeling. The module is
inspired by the linguistic meta-model of the OCA, but only
uses a simplified set of modeling elements that are necessary
to demonstrate the specified multi-level constructs. The goal
of the basic module is to separate the underlying structure of
a construct from the construct specification itself.

Structuralmapping. TheModelElement structural entity
is introduced so that one can handle nodes and edges in a
unified way, i.e., when specifying validation rules regard-
ing potency and level. ModelElement is mapped to a DMLA
entity as it is of structural meta type entity. The concept of
Node is defined as a structural entity with a structural meta
type of ModelElement. Nodes contain a structural attribute
(isAbstract) that flags their abstract nature (following the
requirements of classic potency), and can also contain fields.
The Field structural entity is of structural meta type slot.
Fields have a value and a type, both of which are built-in
structural meta types and refer to the value and type of a
DMLA slot. Unfortunately, since Field is of structural meta

2 https://www.aut.bme.hu/Pages/Research/VMTS/DMLA.
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type slot (so that we can refer to its type and value in val-
idation rules if needed), we are not able to define it as a
ModelElement. We could have defined the fields structural
attribute as “fields: slot[];” insteaf of “fields: Field[];”. How-
ever, this would have i) negated the possible extension of
Field, and ii) if we introduce a new structural entity that also
contains fields, we would not be able to refer to Field, which
means we could not handle them uniformly later.

ModelElement: entity {}

Node: ModelElement {
fields : Field [ ] ;
isAbstract : bool ;

}

Field : slot {
value : slot . value ;
type : slot . type ;

}

Edges are modeled as entities, the Edge structural entity
is of structural meta type ModelElement. Edges have two
endpoints (source and target), which are of structural meta
type Node, meaning that an edge can connect exactly two
nodes. Themultiplicity of edges is specifiedby four structural
attributes representing the minimum and maximum multi-
plicities, following UML conventions. Although inheritance
has special semantics (especially in the case of multi-level
modeling), it can still be considered an edge. Therefore,
Inheritance is a structural entity with a structural meta type
of Edge. It is not necessary to list the structural attributes
of Edge here again. Note that while DMLA does not inher-
ently support inheritance, we can still define it as a modeled
concept inside MLMP.

Edge: ModelElement {
source : Node;
target : Node;
sourceMin: int ;
sourceMax: int ;
targetMin : int ;
targetMax: int ;

}

Inheritance : Edge { }

Inheritance being defined as an edge that has multiplic-
ities can seem strange at first glance if we do not want to
support multiple inheritances. An alternative solution would
add the definition of StandardEdge with multiplicities. This
way, inheritance edges would only have a source and a tar-
get (descendant and parent), while further specialized edges
(Association, Composition, and so on) can have multiplici-
ties. However, for the purposes of this paper, we have chosen
the simpler option presented earlier. This case demonstrates
one of the main benefits of the playground: to foster discus-
sion about (multi-level) modeling concepts and the different
ways one can model them and think about them.

Edge: ModelElement {
source : Node;
target : Node;

}

StandardEdge: Edge {
sourceMin: int ;
sourceMax: int ;
targetMin : int ;
targetMax: int ;

}

Association : StandardEdge {}
Composition: StandardEdge {}
Inheritance : Edge {}

Annotation definitions. The basic module defines the
level annotation which is mutable with a range of 0..*, and
is assigned to every node, edge, and field, either directly or
indirectly (viaModelElement). Note that level is alsomanda-
tory, which means that every targeted element must have a
value assigned.

mutable level in {0..∗} on ModelElement, Field ;

Structure and annotation definitions in DMLA. Before
we move on to validation rules, first we briefly demonstrate
how the concepts defined in theBasicmodule are transformed
into DMLA entities. Figure 7 illustrates the DMLA entities
generated from the Basic module. Nodes, edges and inher-
itance edges all indirectly instantiate ComplexEntity, which
is the entry point of the Bootstrap for entities. The Mod-
elElement entity contains the level slot that every instance
of ModelElement also gets. Note that there is a contain-
ment relationship between entities and slots, enabling the
validation hierarchy on the containment chain as well. Slots
representing fields are generated inside nodes, instantiating
ComplexEntity.Children, which is the entry point of theBoot-
strap for slots. In the figure, where there is no meta-slot
indicated by ’:’, ComplexEntity.Children is considered to
be the meta-slot. Note that the meta-slot does not equal to
the value of the type constraint in DMLA. For example, the
source slot in Inheritance is the instance of the source slot in
Edge, with both of them having a type constraint restricting
their value to Node. Constraints are marked between curly
braces, with type (T) and cardinality constraints indicated (C)
accordingly. Note that cardinality constraints are generated
to be optional (0..1 or 0..*) in all cases, and have to be spec-
ified in the validation rules if they are to be mandatory. The
type constraint value of fields is set to Base so that a field can
be of any type. Edge endpoints are generated as slots with
their type constraint value set to Node.
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Fig. 7 DMLA entities generated from the Basic module

Validation rules Obviously, no construct-specific validation
rules are encoded in the Basic module, since that is the
responsibility of modules that use this structure to define
new constructs. However, rules related to the concept of
level can be found here. Note that every rule has an iden-
tifier assigned to it (e.g., #B1, #B2). The identifier not only
simplifies referencing the rule here, it also makes it possible
to omit them in depending modules. In the code below, rules
#B1-#B6 define the semantics of edge multiplicity. Namely,
the minimum multiplicity values must be less than or equal
to the maximum, and the multiplicity values of an inheri-
tance edge must always be 1. Note that we could have also
specified these in one rule, using the and keyword. To simu-
late the common behavior of inheritance, every field with a
potency greater than zero in the target must also be present in
the source (#B7). Rules #B8-10 specify certain semantics of
edges: cross-level references are disabled by enforcing that
the level of an edge and its endpoints must always be equal
to each other, and the source and target between levels must
be consistent with instantiation. The latter means that if an
edge E connects nodes A and B on level N , an edge on level
N−1 instantiated from E must connect instances of A and B.
However, if inheritance edges are present, they must also be
taken into account as well. Thus, the transitive closure in #B9
collects every candidate starting from the source of the meta
edge, traversing inheritance hierarchies. It then verifies if the
meta element of the source of the edge is amongst these can-
didates. Rules #B11-12 specify the multi-level behavior of
edges regardingmultiplicity. Rule #B13 ensures thatmultiple
inheritance is forbidden, while #B14 is responsible for dis-
allowing self-inheritances. Finally, #B15 defines a transitive
closure to ensure that inheritance cycles cannot be defined.

#B1: Edge.sourceMax >= Edge.sourceMin;
#B2: Edge. targetMax >= Edge. targetMin ;

#B3: Inheritance .sourceMin = 1;
#B4: Inheritance .sourceMax = 1;
#B5: Inheritance . targetMin = 1;
#B6: Inheritance . targetMax = 1;

#B7: forAll inh as Inheritance :
forAll f2 as Field :
exists f1 as Field :
f2 .name = f1 .name and f2 . type = f1 . type and
f2 . value = f1 . value

where f1 in inh . source . fields and f2 .potency > 0 and
f2 in inh . target . fields ;

#B8: Edge. source . level = Edge. target . level and
Edge. source . level = Edge. level ;

#B9: Edge. source .meta in closure (Edge.meta. source) {
Inheritance . source where Inheritance . target = Edge.meta.

source ;
};

#B10: Edge. target .meta in closure (Edge.meta. target ) {
Inheritance . source where Inheritance . target = Edge.meta.

target ;
};

#B11: forAll node as Node:
forAll edge as Edge:
sum(edge2.sourceMin) >= edge.meta.sourceMin and
sum(edge2.sourceMax) <= edge.meta.sourceMax
where edge.meta=edge2.meta and edge2. source=node

where edge. source=node;

#B12: forAll node as Node:
forAll edge as Edge:
sum(edge2. targetMin) >= edge.meta. targetMin and
sum(edge2. targetMax) <= edge.meta. targetMax
where edge.meta=edge2.meta and edge2. target=node

where edge. target=node;

#B13: forall i1 as Inheritance :
! exists i2 as Inheritance :
i1 != i2 and i1 . source = i2 . source ;

#B14: Inheritance . source != Inheritance . target ;
#B15: ! exists inh as Inheritance :
inh . source in closure ( inh . target ) {
Inheritance . target where Inheritance . source = inh . target ;

};

5.4.2 Classic potency

The Classic potency module depends on the Basic module
and extends it with potency-based semantics. Its structural
mapping is empty, since it only relies on the structural entities
defined in the Basic module.
Annotation definitions The annotations defined in the Classic
potency module are all mandatory and are as follows:
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– The potency of nodes, edges, and fields. Potency is
mandatory andmutablewith a range of non-negative inte-
ger numbers.

– The nature of fields. Nature ismandatory and immutable
with two possible literal values: simple and dual.

mutable potency in {0..∗} on ModelElement, Field ;
immutable nature in {simple , dual} on Field ;

Validation rules Note that the rule identifiers seen here (i.e.,
#CP1) and in other modules later do not represent the num-
bering seen in the requirement specifications in Appendix C.
The reason for this is that many of the requirements cannot
be satisfied in exactly one validation rule or may not even
be related to a validation rule. #CP1 states that potency must
be less than or equal to level. The compiler behind MLSL
automatically concludes that this rule applies to every com-
mon targeted element of level and potency (nodes, edges, and
fields), and validation formulae will be generated accord-
ingly. #CP2 states that the level of a field must always be
equal to the level of its containing node. If a node is abstract,
it must have a potency of 0 (#CP3). Simple fields must not
contain a value if their potency is not 0 (#CP4). Dual fields
require no extra constraints due to the requirements. Finally,
inheritance edges must always have a potency of 0 (#CP5).

#CP1: potency <= level ;
#CP2: Field . level = Node. level where Field in Node. fields ;
#CP3: i f (Node. isAbstract ) {
Node.potency = 0;
}

#CP4: i f (Field . nature = simple) {
i f (Field .potency > 0) { Field . value = null ; }

}

#CP5: Inheritance .potency = 0;

The semantics of valid instantiation between model ele-
ments are also defined. This means that the potency of the
meta element must not be 0 (#I1, #F1) and that the level
and potency of the instance must always be less than that
of the meta element by 1 (#I2-3, #F2-3). Note that there is
some redundancy present due to previously discussed prob-
lems not allowing us to handle Field and ModelElement
uniformly. Also note that MLSL supports the automatic gen-
eration of null-checks whenever it is context-appropriate. A
good example of this is rule #I1where the potency of themeta
element can be null (e.g., in case of a top-level domain ele-
ment), and thus MLSL automatically generates a null-check
to remedy this problem.

#I1 : ModelElement.meta.potency != 0;
#I2 : ModelElement. level = ModelElement.meta. level − 1;
#I3 : ModelElement.potency = ModelElement.meta.potency − 1;

#F1: Field .meta.potency != 0;
#F2: Field . level = Field .meta. level − 1;
#F3: Field .potency = Field .meta.potency − 1;

5.4.3 Leap potency

The Leap potency module depends on the Classic potency
module, and thus, indirectly on the Basic module as well. It
extends the classic potency notion with leap semantics.
Annotation definitions Leap potency requires that only either
classic or leap potency be present on a Node or Edge
(ModelElement). Thus, classic potency is overridden to be
optional, and the new leap potency annotation is also defined
as optional. Moreover, compared to classic potency, leap
potency cannot be assigned to fields and its minimum range
is 2 instead of 1 since a leap potency of 1 is semantically
equivalent to classic potency.

override mutable potency? in {0..∗} on ModelElement, Field ;
mutable leapPotency? in {2..∗} on ModelElement;

Validation rules Most instantiation-related rules (#I1-I3,
#F2-3) from the Classic potency module are omitted, as they
would conflict with the new module. Rule #F1 is not omitted
because the potency of the meta element of a field must still
not be 0, since leap potency cannot be assigned to fields. Rule
#LP1 ensures that only either classic or leap potency can
be assigned to a target. The compiler behind MLSL auto-
matically concludes that the common targeted elements of
potency and leap potency are Nodes and Edges (ModelEle-
ment). #LP2 specifies that leap potency must be less than
or equal to level, while #LP3 specifies that leap potency
cannot be assigned to inheritance edges. Rules #N_classic
and #E_classic describe the semantics of instantiation for
classic potency. New leap semantics are introduced in rules
#N_leap and #E_leap. They specify that upon an instantia-
tion, the level of instance nodes, edges, and even contained
fields must be lowered by the leap potency of the meta ele-
ment. They also state that the potency of the instance must
be 0 with the exception of fields. The rest of the rules are the
same as in the Classic potency module, they do not need to
be specified here again.
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omit I1 , I2 , I3 , F2, F3;

#LP1: (potency = null and leapPotency != null ) or
(potency != null and leapPotency = null ) ;

#LP2: leapPotency <= level ;
#LP3: Inheritance . leapPotency = null ;

// Replaces I1-3
#N_classic : i f (Node.meta.potency != null ) {
Node.meta.potency != 0;
Node. level = Node.meta. level − 1;
Node.potency = Node.meta.potency − 1;

// Replaces F2-3
Field . level = Field .meta. level − 1;
Field .potency = Field .meta.potency − 1;

}

// Replaces I1-3
#E_classic : i f (Edge.meta.potency != null ) {
Edge.meta.potency != 0;
Edge. level = Edge.meta. level − 1;
Edge.potency = Edge.meta.potency − 1;

}

// New leap semantics
#N_leap: i f (Node.meta. leapPotency != null ) {
Node. level = Node.meta. level − Node.meta. leapPotency;
Node.potency = 0;

Field . level = Field .meta. level − Node.meta. leapPotency
where Field in Node. fields ;

Field .potency = Field .potency − Node.meta. leapPotency;
}

#E_leap: i f (Edge.meta. leapPotency != null ) {
Edge. level = Edge.meta. level − Edge.meta. leapPotency;
Edge.potency = 0;

}

5.4.4 Star potency

The Star potency module depends on the Classic potency
module, and thus, indirectly on the Basic module as well. It
extends theClassic potencymodule byoverriding theoriginal
potency annotationwith an extended range, andbyoverriding
certain validation rules to accommodate this extension.
Annotation definitionsThe range of the classic potency anno-
tation is extended with the value ’-1’ which represents star
potency.

override mutable potency in {−1..∗} on ModelElement, Field ;

Validation rules. Instantiation-defining rules that cause
conflicts have to be omitted and redefined to be compatible
with star potency (#I3, #F3). Note that the redefined rules are
assigned the same identifier as the original, which is a choice
made to improve clarity and increase compatibility in case
anothermodulewould depend on this one. Let us examine the
case when star potency is assigned to amodel element. In this

case, no additional rules are necessary, since by definition,
the potency of the instance can be any value, including star
potency. The rule #SP1 constrains that only those fields are
allowed to have star potency that are contained in a node that
also has star potency.

omit I3 , F3;

#I3 : i f (ModelElement.meta.potency != −1) {
ModelElement.potency = ModelElement.meta.potency − 1;

}

#F3: i f (Field .meta.potency != −1) {
Field .potency = Field .meta.potency − 1;

}

#SP1: i f (Node.potency != −1) {
Field .potency != −1 where Field in Node. fields ;

}

5.4.5 Order

The Order module depends on the Classic potency module,
and thus, indirectly on the Basic module as well. It extends
the Classic potency module with a new annotation definition
and associated rules.
Annotation definitions Order is a mandatory and mutable
annotation with a range of non-negative integer numbers,
and can be assigned to nodes.

mutable order in {0..∗} on Node;

Validation rulesThe validation rules are similar to theClassic
potency module. Potency must be less than or equal to order
(#O1), and order must be less than or equal to level (#O2).
As opposed to classic potency, abstract nodes must have an
order greater than 0 (#O3). Finally, —similarly to classic
potency—the order of a meta node cannot be 0 (#O4) and
the order of an instance must be less than the order of its
meta node by 1 (#O5).

#O1: potency <= order ;
#O2: order <= level ;
#O3: i f Node. isAbstract {Node. order > 0;}
#O4: Node.meta. order != 0;
#O5: Node. order = Node.meta. order − 1;

5.5 Expressiveness and usability of MLSL

After seeing how MLSL can describe the details of the
selected constructs, it is is worth briefly discussing why we
need this language. Without MLSL, the construct definitions
would have to be defined in DMLAScript (the textual model
specification language of DMLA), thus, these two languages
are to be compared.

The scopes ofMLSLandDMLAScript are different:while
MLSL focuses on the high-level specification of multi-level
constructs, DMLAScript is a lower-level language capable of
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describing DMLA entities and other concepts. While MLSL
was created to support the playground, DMLAScript has
a more general purpose of describing any DMLA model.
Because of this, DMLAScript is much more verbose. Using
DMLAScript, we have to specify every detail explicitly,
while MLSL allows us to skip parts of the specification that
can be generated automatically. This makes MLSL much
more suitable for the end-users of the playground, as they
need not bother with low-level details. In Appendix B, we
illustrate the differences using a concrete example. Even
though the scope of the two languages are different, the
advantages of MLSL compared to DMLAScript can be
clearly seen. However, DMLAScript is still useful when one
would like to fine-tune the low-level details of DMLA enti-
ties, as its expressive power is greater than that of MLSL.

6 Domain example

In this section, we demonstrate the specification of four
selected constructs on a domain example inspired by the
Bicycle Challenge [11]. The multi-level modeling commu-
nity issued the Bicycle Challenge with the goal of identifying
issues that multi-level modeling usually faces in practical
scenarios. It was successfully solved by several multi-level
approaches. The Bicycle Challenge is one of the best testing
grounds currently available to facilitate the comparison of
multi-level frameworks and their language capabilities, thus
we use it to evaluate the specification of the four selected
constructs. However, the example is simplified and slightly
modified: only parts necessary to illustrate the particular con-
struct are kept. In order to focus on themost salient points, we
present a fewMLSL snippets demonstrating the most impor-
tant concepts. The goal of this demonstration is to present
MLSL in practice instead of solving the Bicycle challenge
in a complete or elegant way. The full domain model can be
found on the DMLA website3.

6.1 Classic potency

Figure 8 illustrates classic potency on an example. Potency
values are marked in the upper right corner of model ele-
ments, except for edges, where potency is given in the
diamond shape at the middle of the edge. The naming of
edges aim to follow the conventions of classic potency, with
edges at higher levels (≥ 1) being named according to the
lower level concepts they connect.

A BicycleModelType is defined as a composition of Com-
ponentModelTypes and BasicPartModelTypes. Each bicycle
model type has a regular salesPrice, which is modeled as a
field in BicycleModelType with a potency of 2. Every direct

3 https://www.aut.bme.hu/Pages/Research/VMTS/DMLA

and indirect instance of BicycleModelType has a description
represented by a dual field that can receive a value every
time it is instantiated. An underline is used to indicate dual
fields. Edges are also assigned a potency value, for example,
the composedOfParts edge between ComponentModelType
and PartModelType has a potency of 3. Multiplicity indicates
that a ComponentModelType may have 0 or more PartMod-
elTypes. The ComponentModelType node also specializes
PartModelType on account of the composite pattern.

In the MLSL specification, the PartModelType structural
entity is of structural meta type Node and is found at level 3
with a potency of 0. Since its potency is 0, the node cannot
be instantiated. If we tried to create a structural entity with
a structural meta type of PartModelType, the relevant vali-
dation formulae would be triggered and the model would be
reported as invalid. Note that the isAbstract field cannot be
found in Fig. 8, since it is a part of the inner mechanisms of
classic potency. The PartModelType structural entity has two
fields: weight and size. They are contained in the fields struc-
tural attribute which was defined as an array in the Classic
potency module. The values of the fields must not be speci-
fied since they are simple fields with a potency greater than
0.

PartModelType: Node {
@potency = 0;
@level = 3;
isAbstract = true ;

fields {
weight : Field {
@potency = 3;
@level = 3;
@nature = simple ;
type = float ;

}
size : Field {. . .}

}}

The ComponentModelType structural entity is of struc-
tural meta type Node. There is an inheritance relationship
(componentModelTypeInheritance) connecting it with Part-
ModelType. The potency of every inheritance must be set to
0. ComponentModelTypesmust have the same fields as Part-
ModelTypes due to the inheritance between the two. Thus,
the fields have to be cloned according to the rules of valid
inheritance defined in the Basic module. Since the definition
of ComponentModelType is very similar to that of PartMod-
elType, it is omitted from the example. Finally, there is an
edge representing the composition (composedOfParts_L3)
connecting ComponentModelType and PartModelType. The
definition of an edge triggers the validation formulae that
checks for cross-level references. Moreover, the validation
checks the multiplicity values of the edge, and also whether
multiplicities are respected on the lower levels.
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Fig. 8 A domain model demonstrating classic potency
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ComponentModelType: Node { . . .
}

componentModelTypeInheritance:
Inheritance {

@potency = 0;
@level = 3;
source = ComponentModelType;
target = PartModelType;
. . .

}

composedOfParts_L3: Edge {
@potency = 3;
@level = 3;
source = ComponentModelType;
target = PartModelType;

sourceMin = 1;
sourceMax = 1;
targetMin = 0;
targetMax = ∗;

}

Level L3 shows that a BicycleModel is a composition of
components: a FrameModel and two WheelModels. Multi-
plicity values indicate that a BicycleModelmust have exactly
oneFrameModel and twoWheelModels. The association sol-
dToCustomer with potency 2 at L2 between BicycleModel
and CustomerType specifies that at L1 the association sol-
dToCustomer with potency 1 in turn specifies that bicycles
are sold to customers. Level L1 contains the components of
a ChallengerA2-XL bicycle model. ChallengerA2-XL has a
Rocket-A1-XL frame, but it does not have a Suspension. Level
L0 contains the pure instances of the model. For example,
Bike#134123 is a pure instance with a potency of 0 and all
of its parts are concretized.

In the MLSL specification, the Frame#134123 (of struc-
tural meta type Rocket-A1-XL) structural entity can be found
at level 0 with a potency of 0. Since Rocket-A1-XL has a
potency of 1, if we created a structural entity with a potency
other than 0, the model would be invalid. Similar rules apply
for its level. Since the simple field weight also has a potency
of 0, its value must be specified, otherwise the model would
be invalid.

Frame134123: Rocket−A1−XL {
@potency = 0;
@level = 0;
isAbstract = false ;

fields {
weight : Field {
@potency = 0;
@level = 0;
@nature = simple ;
type = float ;
value = 20;

}
size : Field {. . .}

}}

6.2 Leap potency

Using leap potency, one can hide intermediate elements that
can be considered to be a part of identity instantiation. Fig-
ure 9 illustrates the concepts of leap potency. For the sake
of clarity and compactness, only model elements that are
necessary to illustrate the mechanisms of leap potency are
shown. In order to better accommodate the semantics of leap

potency, we have made some modifications to the model:
L2 contains Customer and Bicycle, while L1 contains no
instances of Customer. This way, introducing a new Bicycle
instance at L1 does not require the addition of new edges
connecting customer instances to them, the leap semantics
allow the soldToCustomer edge to instantiate directly at L0.

At level L2, Customer is assigned a leap potency of 2,
which is marked in parentheses. This way, we can instantiate
the node directly at level L0. Similarly, at level L2, the edge
(soldToCustomer) between BicycleModel and Customer is
also assigned a leap potency of 2, avoiding the possibly
redundant instantiation of new edges at L1 should a new
bicycle model be introduced.

In the MLSL specification, a leap potency value is added
to the Customer structural entity (replacing classic potency),
activating the validation formulae enabling the instantiation
of SusanStorm from Customer. Note that according to the
validation rules, SusanStormmust have a potency of 0 (mak-
ing it a pure instance) instead of a leap potency of 0 (leap
potency has a minimum value of 2).

Customer: Node {
@leapPotency = 2;
@level = 2;
isAbstract = false ;

}
SusanStorm: Customer {

@potency = 0;
@level = 0;
isAbstract = false ;

}

A leap potency is also added to the soldToCustomer edge,
which enables the instantiation of soldToSusanStorm directly
from soldToCustomer.

soldToCustomer: Edge {
@leapPotency = 2;
@level = 2;
source = Customer;
target = Bicycle ;
. . .

}

soldToSusanStorm:
soldToCustomer {

@potency = 0;
@level = 0;
source = SusanStorm;
target = Bike134123;
. . .

}

6.3 Star potency

Model elements that are assigned a star potency do not have
a set instantiation depth and can be instantiated on any level
below. Figure 10 depicts the concepts of star potency. In the
BicycleModelType node, it may be difficult to specify the
potency of salesPrice, especially if we start constructing the
model on the highest abstraction level. Thus, in the Bicy-
cleModelType node, salesPrice has a star potency assigned
(marked by a star).We specify the potency of salesPrice only
at level L1, where the field is assigned a potency of 0.

In the MLSL specification, we can set the potency of
the salesPrice field in BicycleModelType and BicycleModel
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Fig. 9 A domain model
fragment demonstrating leap
potency

to -1, thus enabling star potency. This disables validation
formulae that would trigger on classic potency. There-
fore, the instance can be assigned any potency value. In
ChallengerA2-XL, we can set the potency of salesPrice to
0.

6.4 Order

Figure 11 demonstrates the main concepts of order. For the
sake of clarity, only model elements that are necessary to
illustrate the mechanisms of order are shown at levels L3

and L0.

The circled numbers in the upper right corner of the nodes
stand for order values. The value of order decreases by 1 upon
instantiation. BicycleModelType has an order of 3, since the
maximum depth of the classification relationships originat-

ing from this node is 3. PartModelType also has order 3,
since even though it does not directly classify instances, it
indirectly classifies a 3-depth instantiation chain via Basic-
PartModelType and ComponentModelType.

In the MLSL specification, adding an order value trig-
gers validation formulae checking that the order of the
abstract node PartModelType must be greater than 0. It
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Fig. 10 A domain model fragment demonstrating star potency

is also enforced that order must decrease by one upon
instantiation. Pure instances at level L0 (e.g., Bike#134123,
Frame#134123) also have an order of 0 since they do not
classify any instances.

PartModelType: Node {
@potency = 0;
@level = 3;
@order = 3;
isAbstract = true ;
fields { . . .}

}

6.5 Combining different language constructs

In MLMP, we can combine different modules, and thus dif-
ferent constructs, as we see fit. Obviously, we may have to
modify the modules in order to handle mutually exclusive
annotations. For example, themodules containing order, leap
and star potency are all dependent on the Classic potency
module. When we use leap potency, star potency, and classic
potency together, certain validation rules have to be modi-
fied to allow for only one of the three to be assigned to a
model element at a time. The classic potency annotation also
has to be overridden. These changes are not difficult to make
and can be done in one or more modules that contain the
compatible definitions.

The Bicycle challenge domain described in this section
also demonstrates this aspect of the playground. Classic
potency can be used as the base, leap potency can help avoid
identity instantiation, while star potency is useful when we
want to express uncertainty in the depth of modeling hier-
archies. Finally, order can be used to differentiate between
abstract nodes and pure instances both having a potency of
0. Thus, we can use these constructs on the same domain
model, making it easier to experiment with them on a com-
mon basis.

7 Evaluation

In this section, we present the evaluation of MLMP via a
comparison with alternative solutions. The purpose of the
comparison is to discover the advantages and drawbacks of
the playground compared to other solutions that can be used
to experiment with multi-level constructs. We are comparing
MLMP with the following solutions: i) a two-level general
modeling framework that is widely known in the research
community, and ii) with level-adjuvant multi-level tools in
general, with one such tool used as a representative exam-
ple. Note that this is not a full-scale evaluation (as MLMP
is not a full-fledged modeling language), the focus is solely
on experimentation with multi-level constructs. Among oth-
ers, some of the main aspects discussed here are modularity,
compactness of constraint definitions, efficient handling of
annotation-like concepts, and domain model definition. The
evaluation is conducted by specifying the classic potency
notion in the alternative solutions, and then comparing it to
the MLSL specification described earlier. Moreover, we dis-
cuss the modularity of the alternative solutions by analyzing
how leap potency could be introduced into the particular solu-
tion.

7.1 Eclipse Modeling Framework

TheEclipseModeling Framework [60] is awell-knownmod-
eling solution that is an implementation of OMG’s EMOF
standard. Various multi-level languages are also built upon
EMF [2,29,41]. EMF provides a two-level meta-modeling
environment for specifying meta-models and instance mod-
els. It also supports the definition ofOCL [65] constraints that
can be used to specify well-formedness rules on the model.
In our evaluation, we used OCLinEcore 4.

Figure 12 illustrates the underlying structure of the clas-
sic potency notion modeled in EMF. It contains the merged
counterparts of the Basic and Classic potency modules
from MLMP, for reasons explained later. A Model con-
sists of ModelElements (which is an abstract class) that
contain the mandatory potency and level attributes, along
with the name of the model element. A model element
can also have a meta element, which is required to sim-
ulate the multi-level nature of models. Nodes, Edges, and
Fields specialize ModelElement, enabling multi-level fea-
tures in them. The attributes inside these classes are self-
explanatory with isAbstract representing the abstract flag
in nodes, type and value referring to the type and value
of field (using the AnySimpleType type), and sourceMin
and similar attributes representing multiplicities on edges.
FieldNature is an enum, used to differentiate between sim-
ple and dual fields. The source and target of an edge

4 https://wiki.eclipse.org/OCL/OCLinEcore
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Fig. 11 A domain model fragment demonstrating order

Fig. 12 The structural mapping of classic potency in EMF

refer to a node. The Inheritance class specializes Edge,
inheriting every attribute. The edgesWithMeta and similar
attributes are derived attributes required by certain con-
straints.

In the following, we present the OCL invariants used to
specify the well-formedness constraints of classic potency.
Where possible, the name of the constraint refers to the
identifier of the corresponding validation rule in MLSL
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(e.g., CP1). The invariants in the context of the Mod-
elElement class specify the relation between potency and
level (CP1) and the semantics of valid instantiation (I1-
I3).

abstract class ModelElement
{
invariant CP1: not potency . oclIsUndefined () implies
potency <= level ;

invariant I1 : not meta. oclIsUndefined () and
not meta.potency . oclIsUndefined () implies
meta.potency <> 0;

invariant I2 : not meta. oclIsUndefined () implies
level = meta. level − 1;

invariant I3 : not meta. oclIsUndefined () and
not meta.potency . oclIsUndefined () implies
potency = meta.potency − 1;

}

The level of fields inside a node must be the same as
the containing node (CP2) and abstract nodes must have
a potency of 0 (CP3). Invariant B11_1 is responsible for
checking the multi-level behavior of edges respecting multi-
plicities. Three other similar constraints were omitted due to
reasons of compactness.

class Node extends ModelElement
{
property edgesWithSource : Edge[∗ |1] { derived }
{
in i t i a l : Edge. allInstances ()−>select (e | e . source = self ) ;

}
property edgesWithTarget : Edge[∗ |1] { derived } {. . .}

invariant CP2: fields−>forAll ( f | f . level = self . level ) ;
invariant CP3: isAbstract implies potency = 0;
invariant B11_1: edgesWithSource−>forAll (
e | e .edgesWithSameMeta−>select (e2 | e2 . source = self )−>
asSet ()−>collect (sourceMin)−>sum() >= e .sourceMin) ;
. . .

}

Invariant B8 is responsible for forbidding cross-level ref-
erences. Invariants B9 and B10 specify the well-formedness
of edge source and target instances, taking into account inher-
itance edges. Note that using the built-in edge and inheritance
relationships of EMF is not feasible since they are part of the
toolkit and are not modeled relationships.

class Edge extends ModelElement
{
property edgesWithSameMeta : Edge[∗ |1] { derived }
{
in i t i a l : Edge. allInstances ()−>select (e | e .meta = self .

meta) ;
}

invariant B8: source . level = target . level and
source . level = level ;

invariant B9: not meta. oclIsUndefined () implies
meta.oclAsType(Edge) . source−>
closure (s | Inheritance . allInstances ()
−>select ( i | i . target = s) . source)
−>includes (source .meta) ;

invariant B10: not meta. oclIsUndefined () implies
meta.oclAsType(Edge) . target−>
closure ( t | Inheritance . allInstances ()
−>select ( i | i . target = t ) . source)
−>includes ( target .meta) ;

}

Inheritance edges must have a multiplicity of 1..1 (B3-6)
and a potency of 0 (CP5). Invariant B7 specifies that the
descendant (source) of an inheritance must contain every
field from the parent (target), based on the name, type, and
value of the field, excluding fields with a potency of 0. Invari-
ants B13-15 forbid multiple inheritance, self-inheriting, and
inheritance cycles.

class Inheritance extends Edge
{
invariant B3: leftMin = 1;
invariant B4: leftMax = 1;
invariant B5: rightMin = 1;
invariant B6: rightMax = 1;

invariant B7: target . fields−>select ( f | f . potency > 0)−>
forAll ( f | source . fields−>
select ( f2 | f2 .name = f .name and f2 . type = f . type and
f2 . value = f . value and f . potency > 0)−>isEmpty() = false

) ;

invariant B13: Inheritance . allInstances ()
−>select ( i | i <> self and i . source = self . source)−>

isEmpty() ;

invariant B14: self . source <> self . target ;

invariant B15: target−>closure ( t | Inheritance . allInstances
()

−>select ( i | i . source = t ) . target )−>excludes(source) ;

invariant CP5: potency = 0;
}

7.1.1 Multi-level nature

As opposed to MLMP, EMF does not inherently support
multi-level modeling. This requires the introduction of basic
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multi-level concepts like levels. The modeled meta relation-
ship in the EMF solution is one such example, since one
cannot use instantiation as a relationship in EMF. Demand-
ing type conformity with the meta element should also be
required (i.e., the meta element of a node can only be another
node), but is omitted from our solution.

7.1.2 Modeling facilities

EMF employs traditional modeling facilities including a
standard graphical notation and traditional model elements
like inheritance or interfaces that can be used in the creation
of multi-level concepts. Traditional modeling facilities are
widely known and thus, it is most likely easier to use a tradi-
tional approach as opposed toMLMPwhich does not provide
them due to the nature of DMLA [58]. It is worth noting that
it is possible to model these commonly used model elements
inMLMP (and also in EMF, e.g., see inheritance in both solu-
tions) and then later use themwhen building other constructs.
However, they are not inherently supported by MLMP and
cannot be used in the construction of top-level modules.

7.1.3 Constraint definition

Constraints in EMF are often defined by OCL, a well-
known formalism and thus, it is easier to use at first than
MLSL. However, since MLSL was conceived with the goal
of supporting a multi-level modeling playground, it can offer
several advantages to the end user. For example, in invari-
ants I1-3, a null-check is needed due to top-level domain
entities having an empty meta relationship. In MLSL, the
compiler generates these null-checks automatically based on
the context. In MLSL, module entities are also excluded
from validation, leading to a better separation of modules
and domain models. Of course, MLSLwas inspired by OCL,
which is evident in the somewhat similar syntax and concepts
like transitive closures.

7.1.4 Annotations

EMF does not support annotations or stereotypes that can be
constrained by languages likeOCL [37]. Instead, annotation-
like concepts like level and potency are embedded inside an
abstract class in our solution. This results in less redundancy
since in MLMP we could not specify Field to be a slot and
a ModelElement at the same time. However, this solution
also heavily restricts the structure of the model, namely, spe-
cializing an abstract class disables the specialization of other
classes. It isworthmentioning that EMFFacet [13] allows the
extension of existing models via inheritance. OCL invariants
however cannot be omitted in the extended modules, since a
subclass can only strengthen an invariant but cannot weaken
it. Thus, for example,whenwewant to extend classic potency

Fig. 13 An interface-based solution for handling annotation-like con-
cepts

by leap potency, we still cannot redefine the necessary OCL
invariants (the semantics) and also classic potency itself (the
structure) if it would be required.

Figure 13 depicts an alternative, interface-based solu-
tion for introducing level and potency. This solution also
has several drawbacks. Firstly, OCL invariants would have
to be specified in the context of the interfaces. This could
greatly complicate them as an interface implementation-
check would be required whenever we refer to a feature from
another interface. Secondly, it would require duplicating the
potency and level attributes in every class implementing
the corresponding interface. Thirdly, the optionality of an
attribute would also introduce some accidental complexity,
since extra null-checks would be needed on function return
results. These problems are amplified exponentially when
new interfaces are introduced. We believe that MLSL and its
annotation support are superior in this regard, as they lead
to more simplified and easier-to-read specifications with less
accidental complexity.

Figure 14 introduces an alternative solution inspired by
the annotation-based approach of TOTEM [29]. Instead of
embedding multi-level constructs inside the basic structure
of the model, the structure can be deployed inside a pack-
age. Then, concepts like potency and level can be injected
into the structure via annotations (references) from outside
the package (or from another meta-model). This way, we
could eliminate the need for theModelElement abstract class
and give every node, edge, and field a name and a meta
element. However, this would result in the complication or
duplication of certain OCL invariants referring to a meta ele-
ment.More precisely, this approachwould introduce an extra
layer of navigation for the invariants. For example, in some
cases, additional elements (like PotencyAnnotation) need to
be queried not only for the model element in question, but
for its meta element as well. To sum up, the annotation-based
solution of TOTEM works because it focuses on transform-
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Fig. 14 An alternative solution for handling annotation-like concepts

ing multi-level concepts into two-level models. However,
a multi-level modeling playground in EMF has a different
scope: it aims to transform two-level concepts into multi-
level concepts while also aiming to make it modular in
terms of introducing new concepts and checking their well-
formedness. Finally, note that using the standard concept of
EAnnotation in EMF is not a feasible solution to our prob-
lem as its purpose is to support code generation or model
serialization.

7.1.5 Modularity

EMF employs an extension mechanic for meta-models via
inheritance. This enables the layered definition of certain
concepts, for example we could make a Basic module simi-
larly to MLMP, or extend classic potency with leap potency.
Figure 15 depicts the extension of classic potency with leap
potency. First, the ModelElement class is extended with the
leapPotency attribute. TheModel root class is also redefined.
However, supertypes are not supported on edges, thus the ele-
ments composition has to be duplicated. The original Node,
Field, and Edge classes still specialize the oldModelElement
class. Therefore, these classes also have to be duplicated. The
same arguments can be made for the Basic module and Clas-
sic potency module, which is the reason why we have chosen
to merge the two in our EMF-based solution. When defining
multi-level constructs in a modular way, due to the redefini-
tion of concepts, MLMP performs better compared to EMF.
In EMF, separation into modules is more difficult, since an
extension can have a rippling effect throughout the model:
in the example, extendingModelElement requires the exten-
sion of every class that specializes it in order for them to be
able to support leap potency. Finally, if we use an annotation-
based approach, introducing the concept of leap potency in
an elegant way is difficult since we still cannot omit OCL
invariants.

Fig. 15 Extending classic potency with leap potency

7.1.6 Domain model definition

MLMP enables sandboxing by letting users decide for each
domain model which module(s) it depends on. In EMF,
an instance model is typically the instance of one meta-
model, but it is possible to load one or more different
meta-models as additional resources. The interface-based
solutionwould in theory be feasible here, butwe have already
discussed its weaknesses. We could use an extended leap
potencymeta-model containing duplicate features. However,
the redundancy (also discussed earlier) would still be present.
A solution for the complex combination of constructs would
be to create a merged meta-model for every combination,
duplicating the elements inside each time. Moreover, as we
have discussed already, OCL invariants cannot be omitted.
This can introduce conflicts or redundancy in the definition
of constraints as well. While MLMP is not perfect in this
regard, it still offers a more modular solution.

7.1.7 Validation

Reporting on violations of well-formedness is similar in both
approaches, with the violated rules along with the violating
entity being displayed. The constraining instance model edi-
tor in EMF helps ensure that the model will be well-formed
at all times. The validating mechanisms of DMLA performs
a well-formedness check on the generated model, including
checking the model for basic (multi-level) violations that are
inherently supported by DMLA. In conclusion, while there
are many possibilities in better exploit the robust validation
mechanism of DMLA, at this time, both approaches do a
similarly adequate job of validating the model and reporting
errors.

7.2 Level-adjuvant multi-level solutions

In the following,webriefly compareMLMP to level-adjuvant
multi-level languages in general. The particular tool that we
have chosen to implement our solution in is Melanee [2].
Figure 16 depicts themapping of classic potency inMelanee.
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This solution is similar to the previous one,with a fewnotable
differences:

– Instead of classes, we have clabjects that are all assigned
star potency as we do not want to constrain the max-
imum instantiation depth of domain models. Note that
star potency is not supported by every multi-level tool.

– There is no need to implement a modeled meta rela-
tionship, since we can use the built-in levels and meta
relationships in the tool.

– However, there is still a need to implement potency and
level, since the built-in potency and level mechanisms are
different from the modeled ones. For example, the built-
in potency on the modeled elements is set to star potency
in order to allow an unlimited number of levels in domain
models.Moreover, the playground ismeant to experiment
with the constructs by altering their definitions. Thus,
we cannot use a hard-wired implementation, we need a
modeled one.

– Inheritance again specializes Edge instead of being
instantiated as explained later.

– The type and value of a field uses the type void.

The Deep OCL dialect of Melanee extends OCL with
multi-level modeling support. The logic of OCL constraints
inMelanee is similar to the EMF solution, but sinceMelanee
uses a differentOCLdialect, there are somedifferences.Most
notably, clabjects on the topmost level (that amodule consists
of) have to iterate through their subtypes and instances in the
constraints. We can see that while the constraints are more
verbose than their EMF counterparts, their expressiveness is
greater due to supporting multiple levels. We have used the
following DeepOCL-specific operations in our solution:

– getInstances() - returns all clabjects that are instances of
the source clabject.

– getSubtype() - returns all clabjects that specialize the
source clabject.

– getBluePrint() - returns the direct type (meta element)
of the source clabject.

– getAttributeByname(name) - retrieves an attribute in
the source clabject, specified by name.

context ModelElement:
inv CP1: self . getSubtypes() . getInstances ()−>forAll ( i | not
i .getAttributeByName( ’potency’) . value . oclIsUndefined ()

implies
i .getAttributeByName( ’potency’) . value . toInteger () <=
i .getAttributeByName( ’ level ’) . value . toInteger () )

context ModelElement:
inv I1 : self . getSubtypes() . getInstances ()−>forAll ( i |
not i . getBlueprint () . oclIsUndefined () and not
i . getBlueprint () .getAttributeByName( ’potency’)
. oclIsUndefined () implies i . getBlueprint ()
.getAttributeByName( ’potency’) . value . toInteger () <> 0)

context Node:
inv CP3: self . getInstances ()−>forAll ( i |
i .getAttributeByName( ’ isAbstract ’) . value . toBoolean() implies
i .getAttributeByName( ’potency’) . value . toInteger () = 0)

context Inheritance :
inv B3: self . getInstances ()−>forAll ( i |
i .getAttributeByName( ’sourceMin’) . value . toInteger () = 1)

7.2.1 Analysis

The multi-level support of Melanee and level-adjuvant lan-
guages in general simplifies the creation of a playground
by not having to explicitly model basic concepts like the
meta relationship. In the Deep OCL dialect of Melanee for
example, the getBlueprint and other similar operations sup-
port the multi-level traversal of the model. However, the
multi-level nature of a solution also comes with disadvan-
tages regarding experimentation. For example, expressing
multi-level concepts like classic potency that already exist
in a multi-level tool can make the solution more confusing,
as it can be difficult to differentiate between the built-in and
modeled concepts. Level-adjuvant languages like Melanee
also restrict the modular definition of constructs by adher-
ing to strict levels. If one would try to construct a module
consisting of several levels, the introduction of intermediate
elements would be required inmost level-adjuvant tools. Fig-
ure 17 illustrates a solution similar to that of MLMP, where
Inheritance is instantiated from Edge. Here, we can see that
intermediate elements like Node would have to be instan-
tiated, introducing accidental complexity into the solution.
We believe that the strict nature of level-adjuvant solutions is
more disadvantageous here, as a playground may need more
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Fig. 16 The structural mapping of classic potency in Melanee

Fig. 17 An alternative definition of Inheritance in Melanee

flexibility to better support certain multi-level concepts, like
enabling cross-level references.

Similarly to EMF, Melanee offers traditional modeling
facilities. This can differ in various solutions, but in this case,
a similar reasoning to the analysis of the EMF-based solution
can be applied. Thus, this is an advantage over MLMP and
its DMLA-based foundation.

Regarding the constraint language, the Deep OCL dialect
used by Melanee has multi-level support, but the invariants
may be less concise in return. The reasoning from earlier
regarding deep constraining languages applies here.

Modularity can also vary from solution to solution, but
supporting annotations and the ability to omit and redefine
constraints enablesMLMP to competewithmost solutions in
termsofmodularity. The reasoning regarding interfaces in the
EMF-based solution applies here. From the viewpoint of an
end user, model validation and reporting on well-formedness
violations tend to be similar in most solutions.

7.3 Discussion

To finish our evaluation, there are several other minor advan-
tages of using MLMP due to its narrow focus:

– When one refers to multiple annotations by their identi-
fiers (e.g., potency and level) in a validation rule, MLSL

automatically calculates the common targeted elements
andgenerates a validation rule for eachoneof them.Thus,
the context of a rule is assigned automatically. In most
alternative solutions (especially if one is based on OCL),
the context has to be specified explicitly.

– MLSL supports the “*” notationwhich refers to an unlim-
ited integer number value. This can be useful when
specifying the multiplicities of modeled edges. EMF or
Melanee does not have an explicit counterpart that can
be used in domain models. In our solutions, an arbitrarily
high integer number was used instead.

– MLMP supports field-like constructs in the form of gen-
eral slot types and values that are implicitly mapped to
their respective DMLA types. There is explicit support
for themost often used primitive types (boolean, int, float,
string), but field type and value can still be defined in a
general way. In EMF, we have used the AnySimpleType
(which is mapped to a general Java object) to achieve a
similar result, while in the Melanee-based solution, the
void type was used. Neither have constraints or restric-
tions on them, and type errors have to be dealt with
explicitly in both solutions.

While it is possible to experiment with multi-level con-
structs using EMF, it becomes apparent that EMF is not
specialized for this task and has several shortcomings. The
most prevalent drawbacks are related tomodularity and sand-
boxing, with EMF having difficulties to achieve modularity
in construct specifications and thus in domain model defi-
nitions. Although EMF offers traditional modeling facilities
that are easier to use, its modularity and sandboxing capa-
bilities can be lacking for experimentation with multi-level
constructs. This, along with basic concepts like multiple
levels being “forced” into the solution, makes two-level solu-
tions like EMF less ideal for experimentation.Webelieve that
comparing MLMP to other, similar (meta-)modeling tools
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that do not inherently support multi-level modeling would
yield similar results as the presented comparison to EMF.
There are recent efforts in bringing two-level and multi-level
modeling closer to each other, which could lead to better
experimentation in these particular solutions as well [26,29].

Using a level-adjuvant multi-level tool to experiment with
multi-level constructs has some advantages over EMF, but
also has its own drawbacks. If a particular tool inherently
supports multi-level constructs that also have to be mod-
eled to be experimented with like potency variants, it can
make the solution more complicated and less comprehensi-
ble. Modularity-wise, we believe MLMP can compete with
most approaches when it comes to experimentationwith con-
structs. Constraint definition is still an active research area in
multi-level modeling [15], and while Deep OCL dialects and
similar languages can offer greater expressive power, MLSL
offers a more focused and high-level specification.

Finally, as an alternative solution, directly embedding a
given construct in a multi-level tool is certainly possible.
However, the goal of a playground is to have an environment
that serves as a common basis for specifying, comparing,
and experimenting with multi-level constructs. Embedding
a construct in a particular tool is most likely only possible
for the creators of the tool, while a multi-level modeling
playground should provide a high-level and unified way for
researchers to specify and evaluate different constructs.

To conclude our evaluation, in the following, we discuss
how MLMP satisfies the requirements set in Sect. 3.
Concise and flexible specification To support MLMP, we
have created a high-level textual language. Using the mod-
ule definition of MLSL i) the underlying modeling structure,
ii) associated annotations, and iii) the well-formedness rules
of a multi-level construct can be specified. MLSL focuses
on the the essential characteristics of multi-level constructs,
low-level details are not needed to be covered. During the
specification of constructs, one can rely on other constructs
facilitated by the modularized architecture. However, it is
worth mentioning that the approach cannot be considered
to be completely compositional, as adding a new annota-
tion often requires changing existing ones. This could be
improved in the future, for example, it might be possible to
take ideas from feature-oriented programming [51]. MLSL
also offers several practical shortcutswhen specifying valida-
tion rules. In order to demonstrate the capabilities of MLSL,
we have specified several multi-level constructs. For the sake
of brevity, we have described only a few selected constructs
in the paper, while the complete list ofmappings are available
on the DMLA website5. Based on our experiences, our con-
juncture is that MLSL is capable of capturing the essential
characteristics of most multi-level constructs in a compact
way. Future work is planned to further strengthen this claim.

5 https://www.aut.bme.hu/Pages/Research/VMTS/DMLA

Rigorous validation. It is important to have a convenient
way to define the well-formedness of multi-level constructs.
However, enforcing well-formedness all the time is just as
important. Many modeling solutions use an external lan-
guage to specify well-formedness rules. DMLA is different,
as its built-in operation languagemakes it possible to describe
the validation by a set ofmodel entities. Thewell-formedness
rules of multi-level constructs are translated into strict, fully
modeled validation formulae. From this point on, these for-
mulae are handled as part of the built-in validation system.
Since DMLA validates its entities rigorously and contin-
uously, any well-formedness violations are identified and
reported immediately. This solution has several important
characteristics: (i) validation is managed by DMLA, thus
we can be certain that any violation of rules will be reported
automatically; (ii) the built-in validationmechanismenforces
validation rules along the entire meta-hierarchy including
the Bootstrap and the domain models; (iii) entities generated
from the modules and domains of MLMP can even be used
independently, as full-fledged DMLA models.
Domain examples. MLMP supports the definition of domain
models, making it possible to evaluate multi-level constructs
in practical scenarios. We have shown how MLSL is capa-
ble of describing a domain model example inspired by the
Bicycle Challenge. By providing an easily accessible testing
environment, researchers can fine-tune and customize their
constructs based on the results of validation on a domain
example. In the example, we have discussed how a given
construct is evaluated on a domain model, leading to viola-
tion reports on its well-formedness rules.
Modular structure. MLMP has a modular architecture con-
sisting of modules and domain models. This leads to
reduced redundancy and facilitates the re-usability of con-
structs. Moreover, module definition itself is separated along
structure, annotation, and validation rule definitions. Thus,
MLMP also makes it possible to interchange the under-
lying modeling structure that a particular construct relies
upon, enabling experimentation with different variations.
This can be achieved by defining modules that contain only
the underlying structure of multi-level constructs (like our
Basic module seen earlier). One can also define specific
extensions for different constructs, and thus for example able
to extend model elements with stereotypes or tags, or even
add support for uncommon features such as n-ary edges. Val-
idation rules can also be omitted and redefined (overridden).
In this section, we have analyzed howMLMP competes with
alternative solutions regarding modularity when experiment-
ing with multi-level constructs.
Combining constructs This is not a previously mentioned
requirement but a consequent feature of our playground. In
MLMP, one can combine different multi-level constructs.
This enables extensive experiments where one can iden-
tify correlations between different constructs. Bymixing and
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matching differentmulti-level constructs on the same domain
model, one can experimentwith practicalmodeling scenarios
and specific problems. We have seen in our domain example
how different constructs can be combined, which can lead
to the discovery of synergies and conflicts between them.
Nevertheless, combining constructs opens up many possibil-
ities in the world of multi-level modeling. One such example
is (asynchronous) shared modeling between researchers on
the same domain model using different constructs. Future
research should further develop and confirm our initial find-
ings regarding these claims by combining and analyzing a
larger set of existing multi-level constructs.

8 Conclusion

There exist many multi-level modeling approaches in the lit-
erature, based on different underlying theories, formalisms,
or toolchains. In order to make it easier to discuss, com-
pare, and experiment with different ideas, we proposed the
Multi-Level Modeling Playground (MLMP). MLMP is not
meant to be a full-fledged multi-level modeling language,
its purpose is to enable experimentation with multi-level
constructs on a common basis, without needing to rely on
different toolchains. Using MLMP, researchers can realize
their ideas in practice without having to focus on low-
level, technical details. MLMP is built on our level-blind
multi-layer modeling framework, the Dynamic Multi-Layer
Algebra (DMLA), which provides the underlying modeling
structure and performs the task of validating the models. In
order tomake it easier to specify constructs, we also proposed
a textual domain-specific language, the Multi-Level Specifi-
cation Language (MLSL). MLSL is akin to syntactic sugar
upon DMLA as the entities generated from MLSL specifi-
cations are considered to be a part of full-fledged DMLA
models containing the specified multi-level semantics. Once
the specification of a construct written in MLSL is automat-
ically transformed into DMLA entities, it becomes part of
DMLA and it is validated accordingly. Researchers can not
only specifymulti-level constructs in amodularway, they can
also create domainmodels inwhich they can experimentwith
the constructs. We evaluated the playground by comparing it
to alternatives in experimenting with multi-level constructs:
the Eclipse Modeling Framework, and level-adjuvant multi-
level solutions in general, using Melanee as a representative
example. Some of the main advantages of our solution based
on the evaluation are i) high-level and concise specification,
and ii) modularity in defining specifications and applying
multi-level constructs to domainmodels. Themain disadvan-
tage of our solution is the lack of familiar modeling facilities
like the graphical representation of models. Also, we do not
claim that in its current, initial state, MLMP is capable of
describing all multi-level constructs in the literature. How-

ever, initial results seem to suggest that in time — and with
feedback from the research community— it could eventually
achieve this goal.

8.1 Future work

Currently, our most important goal is to invite researchers
of the multi-level community to experiment with MLMP
to improve its mechanisms. For example, after analyzing
existing approaches in the literature, we have identified four
properties of annotations thus far, but it is possible that
more could be added in the future. We also plan to com-
bine and then analyze more multi-level constructs in order to
support our conjecture that MLMP has sufficient flexibility
for describing them. This would also lead to our vision of
(asynchronous) shared modeling, in which researchers can
edit the same domain model using different constructs. The
combination of constructs may also need hints on how and
when a particular construct is efficient. Thus, design patterns
on construct creation and usage could also be established.
The modularity of MLMP could be expanded by allowing
rules from different modules to be mixed when applying
them to a domain model. Redundancy could also be further
eliminated by introducing constraints inside functions in the
validation rules. Alternatively, ideas from feature-oriented
programming could be employed to make the approachmore
compositionalwhen defining newannotations based on exist-
ing ones.

Involving researchers to experiment with the playground
could also be supported by categorizing MLMP using the
feature model created by the authors of TOTEM [29]. While
MLMP is not a full-fledged multi-level language, in the
future, we could still categorize its capabilities based on
whether it can simulate the features described in the fea-
ture model. Finally, we should mention that we continuously
plan to improve the infrastructure and usability ofMLMP, for
example, by eventually adding a visualmodelingworkbench,
in order to make it more easily accessible. Moreover, we also
plan to improve the performance of validation in general as
currently it does not scale well enough to support industrial
sizemodels.However, fromMLMP’s point of view, this is not
a severe limitation as performance has not been considered
as the main concern of our proposed modeling environment.
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A Summary of discussedmulti-level
approaches

Name Description Nature

characterization potency [32] an iteration on classic potency, focusing on abstractness-related problems approach
classic potency [7] the original potency notion approach
classic potency with edges [5] extended support for handling edges approach
cross-level relations [14] level-adjuvant, not based on potency approach
Cuadrado and de Lara [14] provides adaptation and extensibility for multi-level tools approach
DeepJava [34] Java with multi-level programming tool
DeepRuby [49] implementation of dual deep instantiation by extending the Ruby language tool
DeepTelos [30] knowledge representation system employing multi-level modeling tool
DPF Workbench [35] based on the DPF tool
dual deep instantiation [48] / mod-
eling [50]

uses dual potency on feature endpoints approach

endurance properties [36] assigns potency to field values approach
FMMLx [21] modeling language using intrinsic features that also support operations approach
formalisation by Rossini et al. [55] multi-level modeling based on the DPF approach
leap potency [39] aims to remedy identity instantiation approach
Melanee [2] supports star potency and endurance properties tool
MetaDepth [38] supports leap potency and star potency tool
ML2 [20] provides a text-based language for conceptual multi-level modeling based on

MLT
tool

Modelverse (AToMPM) [46] model repository that supports classic potency-based multi-level modeling tool
MultEcore [41] potency-based tool based on EMF tool
Nivel [1] uses a modified version of the classic potency notion tool
non-potency elements [28] an iteration on classic potency, removing certain elements from the potency

notion
approach

OMLM [28] potency-based framework that uses non-potency elements tool
order [32,33] represents “the maximum number of classification relationships between an

element and its most remote instances”
approach

SLICER [56] level-blind; scalability is the main focus tool
star (*) potency [24] introduces uncertainty in the model approach
TOTEM [29] focuses on closing the gap between multi-level and two-level modeling tool
XModeler [21] based on FMMLx tool

B Comparison of MLSL and DMLAScript

The following examples are inspired by the nativemappingof
classic potency from previous work [59]. Naming can differ,
but the represented concepts have similar roles to theirMLSL
counterparts.

The code below defines the structure of PotencyEntity in
DMLAScript, which fills a similar role to ModelElement
from the Basic module in MLMP. To make the code more
compact, “ComplexEntity” is shortened to “CE”. The first
three lines specify that CE.Children, along with beta and
gamma validation operations are cloned, which means that
they can later be used by instances. The slots Potency and
Level are introduced with a type constraint of Number and a
cardinality constraint of 1..1.
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PotencyEntity : CE {
CE.Children ;
Base.BetaValidation ;
Base.GammaValidation;
@T: CE.Children .T =
Type: CE.Children .T.T
{
Type. IsOverwritable ;
Type. IsPermanent ;
slot Type: CE.Children .T.T.T

= $Number;
slot IsInclusive : CE.Children

.T.T. IsIncl = false ;
};
@C: CE.Children .C =
Card : CE.Children .C.Card {
Cardinality . IsOverwritable ;
Cardinality . IsPermanent ;
slot Min: CE.Children .C.Card.

Min = 1;
slot Max: CE.Children .C.Card.

Max = 1;
};
slot Potency: CE.Children ;

@T: CE.Children .T =
Type: CE.Children .T.T
{
Type. IsOverwritable ;
Type. IsPermanent ;
slot Type: CE.Children .T.T.T

= $Number;
slot IsInclusive : CE.Children

.T.T. IsIncl = false ;
};
@C: CE.Children .C =
Card: CE.Children .C.Card {
Cardinality . IsOverwritable ;
Cardinality . IsPermanent ;
slot Min: CE.Children .C.Card

.Min = 1;
slot Max: CE.Children .C.Card

.Max = 1;
};
slot Level : CE.Children ;
. . .

}

The MLSL specification of ModelElement includes the
two relevant annotations. The low-level details that are
present in DMLAScript are generated from theMLSL speci-
fication. For example, the first three lines of the DMLAScript
example, along with the potency and level slots are gener-
ated inside the ModelElement entity, with appropriate type
and cardinality constraints.

ModelElement: entity {}

mutable level in {0..∗} on ModelElement, Field ;
mutable potency in {0..∗} on ModelElement, Field ;

The alpha validation operation of PotencyEntity is respon-
sible for level and potency-related well-formedness con-
straints. To make the code more compact, “PotencyEntity” is
shortened to “PE”, and log messages are also shortened. The
null-check at the beginning implicitly checks if the entity is a
module entity (meaning it is not part of a domain model), in
which case validation is forbidden. The rest of the operation
definition is more straight-forward, representing the require-
ments of classic potency. Log operations are also called to
improve feedback on well-formedness violations.

@Base.AlphaValidation .OpSig
@Base.AlphaValidation .T
@Base.AlphaValidation .C
slot AlphaValidation: Base.

AlphaValidation =
operation Bool ID: :

PotencyEntityAlpha(ID
instance )

{
ID meta=call $Meta( instance ) ;
Object potency = call

$GetRelevantAttributeValue
( instance , $PE.Potency) ;

Object metaPotency = call
$GetRelevantAttributeValue
(meta, $PE.Potency) ;

Object level = call
$GetRelevantAttributeValue
( instance , $PE.Level) ;

Object metaLevel = call
$GetRelevantAttributeValue
(meta, $PE.Level) ;

i f ( level==null | | potency==
null ) return true ;

i f (potency!=null && potency<0)
{

call $Log( ’potency<0’) ;
return false ;
}

i f ( level<0) {
call $Log( ’ level<0’) ;
return false ;
}

i f (potency!=null &&
potency>level ){
call $Log( ’potency>level ’) ;
return false ;
}

i f (metaPotency==null | |
metaLevel==null )

return true ;

i f (metaPotency==0){
call $Log( ’metaPotency=0’) ;
return false ;
}
i f (potency!=null &&
potency!=(metaPotency−1)){
call $Log( ’potency!=meta−1’);
return false ;
}
i f ( level !=(metaLevel−1)){
call $Log( ’ level!=meta−1’);
return false ;
}
return true ;
}

In the MLSL specification, level and potency being a pos-
itive number is implicitly encoded by their range. Log mes-
sages are automatically displayed for every validation rule
upon violation. Instantiation-related rules (#I1-3) and #CP1
are similar to the conditional statements in DMLAScript.
MLSL automatically determines the context of the valida-
tion logic, namely, that the alpha validation operation of the
ModelElement entity is where the logic will be generated
into.

mutable level in {0..∗} on ModelElement, Field ;
mutable potency in {0..∗} on ModelElement, Field ;

#CP1: potency <= level ;
#I1 : ModelElement.meta.potency != 0;
#I2 : ModelElement. level = ModelElement.meta. level − 1;
#I3 : ModelElement.potency = ModelElement.meta.potency − 1;
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C Requirements of selectedmulti-level
constructs

C.1 Classic potency

CP1 “As its name implies, the level of a model element is
an integer representing the model level in which the
element resides.” [7] Therefore, every model element
(node, edge, field) must be assigned a level n, which
reflects that said model element is on level n.

CP2 The level of a model element must be greater than or
equal to 0.

CP3 The level of a field must be equal to the level of the
containing node.

CP4 Levels are separated by the instantiation relationship.
The instance of a model element is on the level exactly
one less than that of the model element.

CP5 A cross-level reference is an edge that runs between
two nodes that are on different levels. Cross-level
references are not allowed. Strictly speaking, this
requirement relates to “strict meta-modeling” frame-
works like the OCA [8].

CP6 “The potency of a model element is an integer that
defines the depth to which a model element can be
instantiated.” [7] Therefore, every model element must
have potency assigned.

CP7 “…potency of a model element cannot be greater than
its level …”[7]

CP8 The potency of a model element must be greater than
or equal to 0.

CP9 “The act of instantiating a model element obviously
reduces its potency by one.” [7] Thus, the instance of a
model element has a potency value that is exactly one
less than that of the model element.

CP10 “Elements whose potency is 0 cannot be instantiated,
regardless of their level number.”[7]

CP11 “A model element which has an isAbstract slot con-
taining the value true has a potency of 0.”[7]. Abstract
nodes must have a potency of 0 and thus cannot be
instantiated.

CP12 “A field with potency 0 represents a slot, and therefore
must have a value. However, a field of higher potency
may or may not have a value, depending on whether it
is a simple field or a dual field. …A simple field is a
field which does not have a value unless it has potency
0…A dual field is a field which has a value even for
potencies greater than zero.”[7]

CP13 When instantiating a node, only fields with a potency
greater than 0 appear in the instance node (with poten-
cies reduced by exactly 1).

CP14 “Another good example of a model element with
potency 0 is the inheritance relationship between two

elements, as it can not be further instantiated.”[7] Thus,
inheritance is a special edge with a potency of 0.

CP15 When inheriting between two nodes, the descendant
must inherit every field of the parent, which has a
potency greater than 0. This requirement is our inter-
pretation, as we believe it better reflects and restricts
the semantics of inheritance.

C.2 Leap potency

LP1 “Clabjects and references with a leap potency of n
can be instantiated exactly n meta-levels below, but
not at intermediate meta-levels.”[39] This is concep-
tually equivalent to skipping the instantiation of the
model element at the intermediate levels. Only nodes
and edges can have leap potency assigned.

LP2 Classic potency and leap potency cannot be used in
conjunction on a model element, as their semantics
would overlap.

LP3 Similarly to classic potency, the leap potency of a
model element must be less than or equal to its level.

LP4 When instantiating a node or edge, the leap potency of
the instance must be 0.

C.3 Star potency

SP1 “If an isonym i is instance of a clabject c and c has a
potency of “*” then i can have “*” or any non-negative
number as potency. “*” is represented in the model
by the integer value -1 because the potency is of type
integer.”[24] Therefore, the potency value must either
be a non-negative number (similarly to classic potency)
or -1, which represents star potency.Moreover, after an
instantiation, the potency of the instance can be of any
value.

SP2 Star potency can be assigned to nodes, edges, and
fields.

SP3 Star potency cannot be used in conjunction with classic
potency on the same model element.

SP4 “If the corresponding Feature of its type t has a “*”
potency the Feature in i can have a non-negative or “*”
potency.” [24] This means that star potency features
are only allowed in clabjects that have a star potency
themselves.

C.4 Order

O1 “The order of a modeling element can be regarded as a
measure of its set-theoretic classification power, since
it corresponds to the maximum depth of the “type-of”
relationships originating from an element.”[32] In our
interpretation, order can only be assigned to nodes.
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O2 The order of a node must be less than or equal to its
level. Note that this depends on the particular solution
as it could be “order=level” as well.[32]

O3 The order of a node must be greater than or equal to its
potency.[32]

O4 The instance of a node has an order value that is exactly
one less than that of the node.

O5 Nodes with order 0 cannot be instantiated.
O6 “Abstract classes are restricted to having indirect insta-

nces (through their subclasses).”[32] Therefore, the
order of an abstract node must be greater than 0.

O7 “Pure instances, typically representing domain partic-
ulars, have order zero, since they do not classify any
instances.”[32] Therefore, a pure instance with an order
of 0 must have a potency value of 0.

O8 In an inheritance relation, the order of the related types
must be the same, i.e., the supertype (parent) and sub-
type (descendant) must have the same order.
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